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INTRODUCTION

Steve Williams once called the pottery types in the Southeast the "many headed monster". Well, the monster is growing by leaps and bounds. The preliminary edition of this bibliography distributed at the 22nd Southeastern Archaeological Conference held at Macon, Georgia, in 1965, contained 969 type names. The total has now gone over 2,000, part of this due to the addition of types from areas outside the Southeast, although the largest percent of types are still from the states participating in the Southeastern Archaeological Conference.

This bibliography includes the area east of the Rocky Mountains, with the exception of the Southwest, which could probably add another 2,000 type names to the list. Also included are a few types from Alaska, some of which have been discussed at various meetings of the Southeastern Archaeological Conference.

Two lists are included other than the bibliography: one listing the type names by surface treatment or decoration (Part II) and the other listing the types by geographical areas (Part I). Any errors in these two lists can be blamed on the ignorance of the compiler. Dividing the pottery types into geographical areas was quite difficult, since there is much overlapping of areas. In many instances the types are listed in two or three different areas.

Several of the references do not have page numbers, and a space has been left for future addition. Also there are a few type names for which no reference was found. These have been included and a supplemental sheet will be issued as soon as the reference is located.

PART I

LIST OF POTTERY TYPES BY GEOGRAPHICAL AREA

Caddoan Area

Alto, Ano, Asriccho, Bailey, Buckman, Bear Creek, Selcher, Blakely, Bosch, Bossier, Boute, Sowin Creek, Braddock, Briarfield, Bullard, Camden, Canton, Carmel, Cass, Catahoula, Chevalier, Choates, Clements, Coles Creek, Cochide, Crockett, Davis, Deans, Dunker, Enot, Evening, Fort Cobb, Foster, Friendship, Glasse, Glenn, Goliad, Goose Creek, Healy, Hardy, Harvey, Hatfield, Henshaw, Hickory, Higgins, Hodges, Holly, Hudson, Hume, Karmack, Keon, Kestler, Kim, Killough, La Rue, Lecumbre, Le Flore, Leon, Lindsey, McMahan, McIntosh, Maddox, Marsh, Mayfield, Meaux, M. W. M. Mace, Mayfield, Meinke, Menard, Milton, Road, Monongahela, Moore, Nash, Rachal, Nels, Nocona, Parks, Patton, Pennington, Poteau, Poynter, Ripley, Rock Creek, Rockefeller, Sanders, Sardis, Sims, Silver, Spiva, Stafford, Stamper, Taylor, Vaden, Waterloo-Indiana, Wechs, White, Wilder, Wilkinson, Williams, Winfield, Womack, Woodward.

Lower Mississippi Valley Area


Mid-Upper Ohio Valley Area


Southeast Area

Upper Mississippi Valley Area

Allamakee, Aztalan, Baraboo, Becker, Beckman, Busseyville, Casbia, Carcajou, Chamberlain, Correctionville, Dane, Debilsa, Denzer, Diamond Bluff, Douglass, Foreman, Glenwood, Grand River, Hecla, Heins Creek, Kegonsa, Kishibii, Koskowong, Lake Michigan, Lake Winnebago, Lane, Lane Farm, Lailey, Leland, Leven, Linn, McVey, Madison, Marion, Mill Creek, Minott's, Mitchell, Mininger, North Bay, Ferrott, Point Saukla, Ramsey, Sandy Lake, Sanford, Shortwood, Sorg, Spring Hollow, Saukoda, Woodland, Woodward.
BARBED - Blackduck, Duren, Larus, Mackinac, Menard, Nesh, Sorg.
BAR STAMPED - Kabash.
BEADED - Belk Blanc, Castle Creek.
BEAN POT - Zippeeta.
BEELED - Hughes.
BLACK - Wilson.
BLACK ON BUFF - Gollad.
BLACK ON GRAY - Rockport, Twelve Mile.
BLACK FILMED - Moundville.
BLACK PAINTED - Rodger.
BLACK - Pound.
BOSSED - Scugog.
BOWLS - Debilka, Fox Farm, Le Bois, Mill Creek, Neutral, Webster.
BRACED - Belk Blanc, Butler, Colfax, Stanley, Webster.
BROWN - Plain.
BRUSHED - Anna, Averett, Baehr, Belcher, Blackduck, Booth, Bossell, Box Creek, Bullard, Caraway, Chattahoochee, Chillicothe, Chippewa, Clements, Davisville, Eufaula, Flint River, Glassell, Grace, Greene, McKee Island, McWay, Maddox, North Beach, Pease, Pensacola, Piqua, Podoshkas, Rock Creek, Salamon, San Souci, Stokes, Talking Crow, Dharrie, Victory, Weaver, White, Wilmington, Windsor, Winfield, Winter Park.
BURNISHED - Brunswick, Courtland, Etowah.
CANE IMPRESSED - Mobile.
CASTELLATION - Chevront.
COR - see ORN COR.
COLLAR/COLLARED - Azetan, Bossed Scugog, Burkett, Cadotte, Campbell Creek, Colombo, Danville, Edwards, Gwens Port, Jack's Reef, Juntosen, La Londe, Leavens, Long Polar, Monroe, Nyet's, Nyet's Station, Nance, Migna, Oswaco, Point Sable, Ripley, Roebuck, Sanford, Seneca, Spring Creek, Strickler, Stuart, Susquehannock, Warren, Webster, Wright.
COMB INCISED - Rodger.
COMBED - Chickasawee, Clarkeville, Hyco, Nick.
CONCAVE - Nance.
Wake (Continued)-Juice Press, Lake Michigan, Lane, Langford, Le Beau, Lisbon, McVey, Mackey, Marcy Creek, Mill Creek, Mississippi, Mockley, Mayaca, Owego, Farthrust, Pelican Lake, Pingree, Pope's Creek, Potomac Creek, Ranow, Riggin, Riviere, Russell, Safety Harbour, Sandy Lake, Sanford, Selkirk, Shell-Heap, South Appalachian, Spring Hollow, Stanley, Swift Creek, Swoboda, Talking Crow, Tampico, Townsend, Tunic, Upper Republi-
can, Wascana, Weaver, Webster, Weeden Island, Wilson Butte, Woodland, Wright

WHITE FILMED - Hollywood

WRAPPED STICK IMPRESSED - Buchanan

ZONED RED - Catahoula, Crystal River, Hopewell, Pierce, Weeden Island, Woodville

ZONED RED AND GRAY - Toweliga

ZONED STAMPED - Alexander, Baehr, Copper, Crab Orchard, Hopewell, Little Manatee, Ozark, Renner, Smithsonia
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF POTTERY TYPE DESCRIPTIONS

A -

ABBOTT FABRIC IMPRESSED - Cross 1956:151; Lopez 1961b:19-21
ABBOTT HORIZONTAL BENTATE - Cross 1956:148
ABBOTT ZONED BENTATE - Cross 1956:147,449
ABBOTT ZONED INCISED - Cross 1956:144-145
ABBOTT ZONED NET IMPRESSED - Cross 1956:165-147
ACOQUEEK CORD MARKED - Stephenson 1963:98-100
ACOQUEEK WARE - Stephenson 1963:96-97
ADAMS PLAIN - Quimby 1942:265-264g Quimby 1951:107 (made a variety of BAYTOWN PLAIN by Phillips)
ADEN PLAIN - Haag 1940:75-79a Griffin 1942:34-35; Griffin 1945b:220-246; Slessor 1954:10-13
AKMA RECTANGULAR STAMPED - Sulske 1948
AGAR VARIETY, SALTILLO FABRIC IMPRESSED - Phillips n.d.
AGATE CORD MARKED - Irwin and Irwin 1957:20-21
AESOP CURVILINEAR PADDLE - Giddings 1952; Oswalt 1955:36
AESOP TEXTILE IMPRESSED - Giddings 1952; Oswalt 1955:35
AKASKA PLAIN - Hart 1957:46
AKASKA STAR AND BRAB - Hart 1957:44; Wilmaes 1958:7
AKASKA TOOL IMPRESSED - Hart 1957:44; Wilmaes 1958:6; Caldwell (WY) 1966:52-53
AKASKA WARE - Lehrer 1954:44
ALACHUA COB MARKED - Goggin 1948:3; Willey 1949a:494; Goggin 1952:102
ALACHUA PLAIN - Goggin 1948:2; Willey 1949a:494
ALASKA CORD MARKED - Winters 1963:103-106
ALKO FABRIC MARKED - Winters 1963:72, Fig. 18
ALUMAREX CORD MARKED - Evans 1955:41
ALUMAREX FABRIC IMPRESSED - Evans 1955:41-42
ALUMAREX NET IMPRESSED - Evans 1955:43
ALUMAREX PLAIN - Evans 1955:40
ALUMAREX SCRAPED - Evans 1955:44
ALUMAREX SIMPLE STAMPED - Evans 1955:43-44
ALUMAREX CORD IMPRESSED - Hart 1953a:27
ALEXANDER BENTATE STAMPED - Haag 1939:3; Haag 1942b:516 (same changed to WHEELER BENTATE STAMPED)
ALEXANDER FABRIC IMPRESSED - Macbeth 1958:166-167
ALEXANDER INCISED, VAR. GREEN POINT - Phillips n.d.
ALLIGATOR RAYTOU STAMPED - Willey 1949a: 372-373; Wimberly 1960:89-93
ALLIGATOR INCISED - according to Phillips, Ford and Griffith 1951:99 type was discarded and combined with MAZIQUE INCISED. Type has been revised by Phillips
ALLIGATOR INCISED, VAR. ALLIGATOR - Phillips n.d.
ALLIGATOR INCISED, VAR. GRENOW - Phillips (formerly GRENOW INCISED)
ALTANA CHECK STAMPED - Caldwell (SK) n.d.
ALTANA MALLETED - Caldwell (SK) n.d.
ALTO SCORED - Hewell (combined with DUNKIN INCISED)
ANDERSON COPD MARKED AND INCISED - Griffin 1963a:364
ANDERSON PLATED RIM WARE - Lehmer 1952:11-13; Lehmer 1954;48; Wheeler 1954:4
ANDERSON RIM-LEHMER 1951:22; Lehmer 1954:48-49; Wheeler 1954:4
ANDERSON PLATE STAMPED - Wheeler 1960:169-170
ANGEL NEGATIVE PAINTED - Black 1944:220-221; Cole 1951:108; Phillips, Ford and Griffin 1951:175-176; Williams 1954;212 (same as KINCAID NEGATIVE PAINTED, related to NASHVILLE NEGATIVE PAINTED)
ANGOLA VARIETY, WINTERVILLE INCISED - Phillips n.d.
ANNA BURGH BURGHEIMER-mentioned by Ford and Willey 1960:53; Phillips n.d.
ANNA DUNNISHED PLAIN-mentioned by Haag 1965:307
ANNA INTERIOR ENGRAVED- Ford 1936:Figs. 21a, 22d, 23j, 26e; Ford and Willey 1940:55 (made a variety of L'EAU NOIRE INCISED by Phillips)
ANNA RANDO BURGHEIMER-mentioned by Jennings and Fairbanks 1940:10
ANNA ZODIC INCISED - Carter 1951:28 (captive type related to NATUREL INCISED)
ANSELL CORDMARKED - Taylor 1952:9-10; McGregor 1958:222-223
ANSELL FABRIC MARKED- Taylor 1952:18; McGregor 1958:223 (tentative type)
ANSELL PLAIN - Taylor 1952:9; McGregor1958:222
ANSELL STAMPED- Taylor 1952:16; McGregor 1958:223 (tentative type)
ANSELL WARE - Taylor 1952:5-6; McGregor 1958:212
ANTIDOCR ENGRAVED- Jells 1961:29
APACHIEHOLA WARE- Sterling 1936:353
APPLE CREEK COPPER MARKED- Struever
ARCADIA WARE-mentioned by Phillips in discussions of YOKENA VAR. and STEELE BANDU VAR., MARKEVILLE INCISED
ARCADIA WARE- Sterling 1936:353
ARCOLA INCISED- Phillips, Ford and Griffin 1951:140 (made a variety of BARTON INCISED by Phillips)
ARMSTRONG CORDED- McMichael 1965:95
ARMSTRONG CORDMARKED- McMichael 1965:94
ARMSTRONG INCISED-McMichael 1965:94-95
ARMSTRONG INTERIOR CORDMARKED- McMichael 1965:94
ARZAN PLAIN- Neuman n.d.
AZERBERG "COLLARED" RIM- Caldwell (WM) 1966:51-52
AZERBERG CROSS HATCHED- Spaulding 1956:141-145
AZERBERG DIAGONAL INCISED- Spaulding 1956:145-148
AZERBERG HORIZONTAL INCISED- Spaulding 1956:139-141
AZERBERG PLAIN- Spaulding 1956:137-139
ASH HOLLOW R- Chame 1946:113
ASH HOLLOW S- Chame 1946:113-114
ASH HOLLOW T- Chame 1946:114
ASH HOLLOW X- Chame 1946:114-115
ASH HOLLOW Y- Chame 1946:115
ASH HOLLOW Z- Chame 1946:116
AURICULA INCISED- Smith (OK) 1948:317; Willey 1949a:491; Boyd, Smith and Griffin 1951:172
AUSTRALIA INCISED- see L’EAU NOIRE INCISED, VAR. AUSTRALIA
AUSTRALIA INTERIOR INCISED- Quimby 1951:117
AVENUE POLYCHROME- Phillips, Ford and Griffin 1951:134
BAUMER CORD MARKED - Bennett 1941:13-17; Cole 1951:196-198
BAUMER FABRIC MARKED - Bennett 1941:13-17; Sears and Griffin 1953b; Cole 1951:193-195; Clay 1963:208-212
BAUMER PLAIN - Bennett 1961:13-17
BATY BOIRE VARIETY, L'EAU INCISED - Phillips n.d.
BATY CUTLER INCISED -
BATY GOULA INCISED - Qumby 1942:266; Qumby 1957:120-127 (made a variety of LELAND INCISED by Phillips)
BATY LA BATY CORD WRAPPED DOWN, IMPRESSED - Kimberly 1953a; Kimberly 1960:70-71
BATY LA BATY PLAIN - Kimberly 1953a; Kimberly 1960:71-76
BATY LA BATY SCALLOP IMPRESSED - Kimberly 1953a; Kimberly 1960:88-90
BATY LA BATY SQUARED - Kimberly 1953a; Kimberly 1960:104-107
BATY MURS VARIETY, MARSEILLE STAMPED- Phillips n.d.
BATY MURS CORD MARKED - Same as MULBERRY CREEK CORD MARKED
BATY MURS PLAIN, VAR. BATY MURS - Phillips n.d.
BATY MURS PLAIN, VAR. ADDIS - Phillips n.d. (formerly ADDIS PLAIN)
BATY MURS PLAIN, VAR. BOWIE - Phillips n.d. (formerly BOWIE PLAIN)
BATY MURS PLAIN, VAR. FITLER - Phillips n.d.
BATY MURS PLAIN, VAR. LITTLE RIVER - Phillips n.d. (same as Ford's COLES CREEK POLISHED PLAIN)
BATY MURS PLAIN, VAR. MARSEILLE - Phillips n.d. (formerly MARSEILLE PLAIN)
BATY MURS PLAIN, VAR. PERCY CREEK - Phillips n.d.
BATY MURS PLAIN, VAR. REED - Phillips n.d.
BATY MURS PLAIN, VAR. SATARTIA - Phillips n.d.
BATY MURS PLAIN, VAR. THOMAS - Phillips n.d. (formerly THOMAS PLAIN)
BATY MURS PLAIN, VAR. TROYVILLE - Phillips n.d. (formerly TROYVILLE PLAIN)
BATY MURS PLAIN, VAR. VALLEY PARK - Phillips n.d.
BATY MURS PLAIN, VAR. VICKERS - Phillips n.d.
BATY MURS PLAIN, VAR. WEST LAKE - Phillips n.d.
BEAR POT VESSEL - Kelly and Cole 1922:318-341 (see TIPPERT RED FILM INCISED and TIPPERT'S BEAR POT)
BEAR CREEK PLAIN - Jels 1965:110-117; Jels 1967
BEERVERDAN VARIETY, OLD TOWN RED - Phillips n.d.
BECKER FORTIFIED - Mosco (RJ) 1966
BECKER DECORATED - Anderson 1961:9
BECKER FINISHED RIM - Gunnersen 1952:39
BECKER FINISHED TOOL - Gunnersen 1952:39
BECKER PLAIN - Ives 1955:16; Anderson and Anderson 1960:23; Anderson 1961:9
BECKER SMOOTHED - Gunnersen 1952:39; Ives 1955:16
BECKER TOOL DECORATED - Gunnersen 1952:39
BECKER TOG, IMPRESSED - Ives 1955:11-12; Anderson and Anderson 1960:24-25
BECKER PLAIN, WILLEY 1947a:458
BECKER INCISED - Williams 1954:223; Sloan 1959:104-106; Clay 1963:260-264 (made a variety of MATTHEWS INCISED by Phillips)
BELCHER BRUSHED - Webb and Dodd 1941:102-103 (name changed to KAMACK BRUSHED INCISED)
BELCHER ENGRAVED - Webb and Dodd 1941:90-96; Sahn, Kriger and Jels 1954:244; Webb 1959:120-123; Sahn and Jels 1962:11
BLAKE LAKE CORD MARKED - Phillips, Ford and Griffin 1951:142; Clay 1963:220-221 (made a variety of MULBERRY CREEK CORD MARKED by Phillips)

BLUE ROCK VALANCED - Heaney and Witmer 1962:111-113

BLUEFORD CORDMARKED - Taylor 1952:14-15; McGregor 1958:222

BLUEFORD CORDMARKED BOWL - Wittry and Vogel 1962:9-10

BLUEFORD GLOBULAR JAR - Wittry and Vogel 1962:11-12

BLUEFORD JAR - Wittry and Vogel 1962:4-7

BLUEFORD PLAIN - McGregor 1952:74; Taylor 1952:13-14; McGregor 1958:221

BLUEFORD WARE - Taylor 1952:7-9; McGregor 1958:211-212

BLUEFORD CHEEK PUNCTATED - Haag 1979:4; Haag 1942b:514; Phillips, Ford and Griffin 1951:69 (name changed to WHEELER PUNCTATED)

BLUEFORD CHEEK SIMPLE STAMPED - Haag 1936:12; Haag 1942b:517; Heimlich 1952:18

BLUE VARIETY, WINTREVILLE: INCISED - Phillips n.d.

BONAS BLANK BEADED - McPherson 1963

BONAS BLANK BRACED RIM - McPherson 1965

BONAS BLANK CASTELATED CREAMED - McPherson 1965

BONAS D'ARCH PLAIN - Hoffman (MS) 1965:6-8

BOLLINGER STRIATED - Mayer-Oakes 1955:203 (variant of HALF-MOON CORDMARKED)

BOGGER BOTTOM CHEEK STAMPED - Caldwell, Thompson and Caldwell 1952:323

BOGGER BOTTOM LINER CHEEK STAMPED - Caldwell, Thompson, and Caldwell 1952:325

BOOKE CORD MARKED -

BOOKE PLAIN -

BOTTOM BRUSHED - Suhm 1955:14-20

BORGER CORD MARKED - Suhm, Krueger and Jelsa 1956:390-392; Suhm and Jelsa 1962:15

BOSSED SCROOGE PUNCTATE COLLAR - Ridley 1958:28

BOSSTER BRUSHED - Webb 1963:171

BOXER BEADED - Suhm, Krueger and Jelsa 1954:250; Suhm and Jelsa 1962:17

BOXER PLAIN - Phillips, Ford and Griffin 1951:145 (made a variety of BAYTOWN PLAIN by Phillips)


BOXWORTHY BROOK STAMPED - Smith (GS) 1950:191-192; Pope 1953:8; Keaser 1964:6

BOX CREEK BRUSHED - named by Newell, combined with DUNNIN INCISED

BOX CREEK CROSS-BRUSHED - named by Newell, combined with DUNNIN INCISED

BOYD CHEEK STAMPED - Caldwell (MS) 1955a:279

BOYD PLAIN RIM VARIETY, LYNCH WARE - Freed 1954

BOYER FABRIC IMPRESSED - mentioned by Williams 1966:15

BOYS BRUSHED PLAIN - Ridley 1958:30

BOYS SNUGGEY BRUSHED - Ridley 1958:29

BRADEN 1 - Orr 1946:248

BRADENFORD PLAIN - Brown 1966

BRAGMORGUS PLAIN - Griffin 1952a:119

BRATTON VARIETY, EVANSVILLE PUNCTATED - Phillips n.d.

BREMEN HILL COMPLICATED STAMPED - Caldwell and Waring 1939a:5

BRECKFIELD PLAIN - Webb 1959:139-141

BRENTWOOD LINER - MacNeil 1952a:52

BROOKS PLAIN - Qemby 1941a:492; Qemby 1941b:

BROWN'S MOUNT PLAIN - Fairbanks 1956a:60

BRUNSWICK BEWISSED - South 1959;

BRUNSWICK PLAIN - South 1959;

BUSHNAN FABRIC IMPRESSED - Wheeler 1963:193-194

BUSHNAN PLAIN WARE - Wheeler 1963:192

BUSHNAM LINER WARE - Wheeler 1963:193
BUCHANAN FINGERPRINTED- Wheeler 1963:194
BUCHANAN TOOL IMPRESSED- Wheeler 1963:194
BUCHANAN UNDECORATED- Wheeler 1963:195
BUCHANAN WRAPPED STICK IMPRESSED- Wheeler 1963:195
BUCK GARDEN CORDED- McMichael 1965:94
BUCK GARDEN CORDMARKED- McMichael 1965:92-94
BUCK GARDEN SMOOTHED- McMichael 1965:94
BULLARD BRUSHED- Krieger 1946; Fig. 18; Suhm, Krieger and Jelks 1954:252; Suhm and Jelks 1962:71
BURKETT COLLARED- Grange 1962:157-158
BURKETT CORD ROUNDED- Grange 1962:155-157
BURKETT RIDGED RIM- Grange 1962:145
BURKETT S COLLARED- Grange 1962:141-142
BUSEYVILLE GROOVED PADDLE- Hall 1962:70-72
BUTLER BRACED- Grange 1962:151-152

-C-

CADDIX ENGRAVED- name no longer in use
CADDIX FINGERMAIL FINGERPRINTED- name no longer in use
CADDIX IMPRINTED- name no longer in use
CADOTT COLLARED- Smith (GS) 1958; Smith (GS) 1959; Smith and Johnson 1964:13-26 (see also ZONA WARE)
CADOTTZ COLLARED, BLACK PARTIZAN VARIETY- Caldwell (WW) 1966:49-51
CADOKIA CORD MARKED- Griffin 1949:55-56; Brown 1961:45 (formally named CRYSTAL CITY CORDED MARKED)
CADOKIA RED FILMED- Griffin 1949:57 (see also OLD TOWN RED and ST. FRANCIS RED FILMED)
CADOKIA CRUD- illustrated by Titterington 1938; Kerlin 1964:84
CADOKIA RED FILMED- Griffin ?; brief description in Wray 1952:155
CALLOWAY PLAIN- Chase 1966:100
CAMBRIA REDWARE- Wilford 1963:36-38; Ives 1962:22
CAMBRIA RED WARE, DECORATED- Ives 1962:22-23
CAMBRIA RED WARE, PLAIN- Ives 1962:22
CAMDEN DENTATE STAMPED- Verley 1964:117
CAMPO WARE- Quimby 1962:268 (mentioned, but not described or illustrated)
CAMPBELL INCISED- Chapman and Anderson 1955:44-45 (made a variety of BARTON INCISED by Phillips)
CAMPBELL CREEK COLLARED- Smith (GS) 1951:34-35
CAMPBELL CREEK COLLARED, BLACK PARTIZAN VARIETY- Caldwell (WW) 1966:36-37
CAMPBELL CREEK CORD MARKED- Smith and Johnson 1964:37
CAMPBELL CREEK CORD MARKED, BLACK PARTIZAN VARIETY- Caldwell (WW) 1966:32-34
CAMPBELL CREEK CORD ROUNDED- Smith (GS) 1951:34
CAMPBELL CREEK ENGRAVED, BLACK PARTIZAN VARIETY- Caldwell (WW) 1966:34-35
CAMPBELL CREEK PINCHED- Smith (GS) 1951:33
CAMPBELL CREEK PINCHED, BLACK PARTIZAN VARIETY- Caldwell (WW) 1966:35-36
CAMPBELL CREEK PLAIN- Smith (GS) 1951:33-34
CAMPBELL CREEK PLAIN, BLACK PARTIZAN VARIETY- Caldwell (WW) 1966:31-32
CAMPBELL CREEK WARE- Smith (GS) 1951:32-33; Smith and Johnson 1964:37
CAMPBELLVILLE VARIETY, COLES CREEK INCISED- Phillips n.d.
CLARKSVILLE CORN-OBS BUOYED- Evans 1955:53-54; Miller 1962:165-166
CLARKSVILLE FABRIC IMPRESSED- Evans 1955:51
CLARKSVILLE FABRIC MARKED- Miller 1962:162
CLARKSVILLE FINE WET IMPRESSED- Miller 1962:167-168
CLARKSVILLE FINE OPEN TWILLED IMPRESSED- Miller 1962:244 (tentative type not described)
CLARKSVILLE INCISED- Miller 1962:245 (tentative type not described)
CLARKSVILLE MEDIUM OPEN TWILLED IMPRESSED- Miller 1962:224 (tentative type not described)
CLARKSVILLE MET AND FABRIC BUOYED- Evans 1953:50-51
CLARKSVILLE PLAIN- Evans 1955:52-53; Miller 1962:165
CLARKSVILLE FUNICULATED- Miller 1962:265 (tentative type not described)
CLARKSVILLE SIMPLE STAMPED- Miller 1967:168
CLARKSVILLE TEXTILE IMPRESSED- Miller 1962:161
CLARKSVILLE TEXTILE ROUGHBED- Miller 1962:164-167
CLASONS POINT STAMPED- Smith (GS) 1951:191; Pope 1953:8; Lopen 1958:133; Kaesser 1964:7
CLAY WASP PLAIN- Kelly 1938:56-57 (see WALNUT BUOYED)
CLEAN LAKE CORDED RATTLE EDR- Schoenbach 1964:61 (now REAVER STAMPED)
CLEAVIEW STAMPED- Smith (GS) 1950:195; Pope 1953:5; Kaesser 1964:6
CLEMMENTS BURIED- Suhm, Krieger and Jerks 1954:258; Suhm and Jerks 1962:27
CLEMMENTS CORDED MARKED- Coe 1964:103-104
CLEMMENTS FABRIC MARKED- Coe 1964:104-105
CLEMSON ISLAND INCISED (see ADDENDUM-Type Descriptions)
CLEVELAND CLICK STAMPED
CLOVER CORDED MARKED- Mayes-Oakes 1955:165,168, Plate 103
CLOVER PLAIN- Mayes-Oakes 1955:166, Plate 103
COKER VARIETY, MISSISSIPPI PLAIN- Phillips n.d.
COLLE CORDEMARKED- Baby and Potter 1965a
COLE PLAIN- Baby and Potter 1965a
COLEMAN INCISED, VAR. COLEMAN- Phillips n.d.
COLES CREEK INCISED, VAR. BLANKLEY- Phillips n.d.
COLES CREEK INCISED, VAR. CAMPBELLSVILLE- Phillips n.d.
COLES CREEK INCISED, VAR. CHASE- Phillips n.d. (formerly CHASE INCISED)
COLES CREEK INCISED, VAR. COLES CREEK- Phillips n.d.
COLES CREEK INCISED, VAR. ALY- Phillips n.d.
COLES CREEK INCISED, VAR. GREENHOUSE- Phillips n.d. (same as GREENHOUSE INCISED)
COLES CREEK INCISED, VAR. HARDY- Phillips n.d. (same as HARDY INCISED)
COLES CREEK INCISED, VAR. HENDT- Phillips n.d.
COLES CREEK INCISED, VAR. MACEDONIA- Phillips n.d.
COLES CREEK INCISED, VAR. NOTCH- Phillips n.d.
COLES CREEK INCISED, VAR. STONE- Phillips n.d.
COLES CREEK INCISED, VAR. WARE- Phillips n.d.
COLES CREEK PLAIN- Ford and Willey 1939a:7; Ford 1951:70-74; Verley 1964:122 (same as PERCY CREEK VARIETY, BAYTOWN PLAIN)
COLES CREEK POLISHED PLAIN- Ford 1951:68-70 (same as LITTLE RIVER VARIETY, BAYTOWN PLAIN)
COLES CREEK RIDGE INCISED- Phillips n.d.
CRYSTAL RIVER INCISED- Willey 1949a:389
CRYSTAL RIVER NEGATIVE PAINTED- Willey and Phillips 1944:173-183; Willey 1949a:391
CRYSTAL RIVER PUNCTUATED- mentioned by Bullen 1966:11 (not a type)
CRYSTAL RIVER ZONED RED- Willey 1949a:389-391
CYPRESS BAYOU VARIETY, INDIAN BAY STAMPED- Phillips n.d.
CYPRESS PUNCTUATED- Phillips, Ford and Griffin 1951:79 (tentative type)
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DABNEY VARIETY, LELAND INCISED- Phillips n.d.
DANE INCISED- Goggin and Sommer 1949:35; Willey 1949b:96-97
DANVILLE BRUSHED- Fairbanks 1962:45
DANVILLE PLAIN- Fairbanks 1962:43
DANVILLE PUNCTUATED- Fairbanks 1962:45
DALLAS DECORATED- Lewis and Kneberg 1946:105
DALLAS FILLETED- Lewis and Kneberg 1946:105 (sub-type of DALLAS DECORATED)
DALLAS INCISED- Lewis and Kneberg 1946:105 (sub-type of DALLAS DECORATED)
DALLAS MISEDLED- Lewis and Kneberg 1946:105 (sub-type of DALLAS DECORATED)
DALLAS NEGATIVE PAINTED- Lewis and Kneberg 1946:96; Phillips, Ford and Griffin 1951:174
DALLAS MODIFIED- Lewis and Kneberg 1946:95,105 (sub-type of DALLAS DECORATED)
DALLAS NOTCHED- Lewis and Kneberg 1946:95,105 (sub-type of DALLAS DECORATED)
DALLAS PLAINT- Lewis and Kneberg 1946:95
DALLAS PUNCTUATED- Lewis and Kneberg 1946:105 (sub-type of DALLAS DECORATED)
DAN RIVER CORN CORN IMPRESSED- Coe and Lewis 1952
DAN RIVER PRINTED- Coe and Lewis 1952
DAN RIVER PLAIN- Coe and Lewis 1952
DANE INCISED- Baestruds 1952; Keehn 1957:203-205
DANNEN CORNMARKED- Brown 1961:43-45
DANNEN GROOVED PADDLE- Brown 1961:41-42; Keller 1949:
DANNEN THICK- Brown 1961:45
DANVILLE CRUSHED- MacNeil 1952a:45; Guthe 1958:57; Lonig 1965:6
DANVILLE LINEAR- MacNeil 1952b:Fig. 20 (Illustrated but not described)
DANVILLE NOTCHED CUP- MacNeil 1952b:Fig. 20 (Illustrated but not described)
DANVILLE COMPLICATED STAMPED- Lewis and Kneberg (formerly called HARMON'S CREEK COMPLICATED STAMPED)
DANVILLE SIMPLE STAMPED- Lewis and Kneberg
Suhm and Jelks 1962:35
DAVIS BLUFF CHECK STAMPED- Palmer 1962:17 (tentative type)
DAVIS BLUFF PUNCTUATED- Palmer 1962:19
DE ARMOND INCISED- Lewis and Kneberg (undescribed variant of DALLAS DECORATED, like LAMAR BOLD AND IRENE INCISED)
DEAS PINCHED- Wimberly 1960:170-172
DEAS PUNCTUATED- Wimberly 1960:172
DEASONVILLE CORN MARKED- Ford and Willey 1939b:1 (name dropped, same as EDWARDS VARIETY, MILBERRY CREEK CORN MARKED)
DEBILKA BOWLS- Ives 1955:17; Anderson and Anderson 1960:32
DEBILKA CONSTRUCTED- Gumerson 1952:46; Anderson 1961:11
DEBILKA STRAIGHT- Gumerson 1952:46; Anderson 1961:10-11
DEGATUR CHECK STAMPED- Lewis and Kneberg
DEGATUR CORN MARKED- Lewis and Kneberg
DEGATUR FABRIC MARKED- Lewis and Kneberg
DEGATUR DECORATED CAMBRIA C Ware- Ives 1962:22-23
DEGATUR DECORATED INTERIOR CORN MARKED- Lopez 1957:25
DEEP BANDY VARIETY, ELAND INCISED - Phillips n.d.
DEREER PYRAMID PATTERNS - Oswalt: 1955:35
DELTA COMPLICATED WARE - Kelly 1938:30-31 (same as WAPNER COMPLICATED STAMPED)
DENZLER INCISED - Waples 1952:112; Fed 1965:6
DEPTFORD BOLD CHECK STAMPED - Caldwell and Varing 1939b:11; Willey 1949a:357; Griffin and Sears 1950: Goggins 1952:105; Wimberly 1969:83-86
DEPTFORD CHECK STAMPED - Wauchope 1966:86-52
DEPTFORD COMPLICATED STAMPED - McMichael 1960
DEPTFORD CORO MAILED - Goggins 1952:106
DEPTFORD CROSS-STAMPED - Phelps 1966:23-25 (formerly HAGISSA CROSS SIMPLE STAMPED)
DEPTFORD LINDAR CHECK STAMPED - Caldwell and Varing 1939a:8; Willey 1949a:354-356; Griffin and Sears 1950; Goggins 1952:105; Wimberly 1960:86
DEPTFORD PLAIN - Wauchope 1966:52-54 (same as FRANKLIN PLAIN)
DEPTFORD SIMPLE STAMPED - Caldwell and Varing 1939a:4; Willey 1949a:357-358; Griffin and Sears 1950: Goggins 1952:105; Wauchope 1966:47-48
DIAMOND BULL TRAILS - Hall 1962:169-171
DICKSON LOBED - mentioned in Wrey 1952:117
DILLINGER CORO MAILED - Maxwll 1951:279-280
DILLINGER DECORATED - Maxwell 1951:280-281
DISMAL RIVER WARE - Hill and Metcalf 1942:179-185,206,210; Champe 1946:111
DOUGLASS PLAIN - mentioned by Neumann and Fowler 1952:225
DOSS RED WARE - Kelley 1947:123
DORSEY WARE - Wedel (OR) 1959:12-114
DOUGLAS INCISED - Trickey 1958:392 (brief description)
DOUGLAS VARIETY, MODERN RED AND WHITE - Phillips n.d.
DOUGLAS NET MAILED - Hall 1962:167-189
DUFFY CORO MAILED - Winters 1963:82, Fig. 18
DUFFY DECORATED - Winters 1963:107-108
DUFFY PLAIN - Winsor 1963:108
DUNN VARIETY, MODERN RED AND WHITE - Phillips n.d.
DUNN VARIEGATED INCISED - Newell 1941; (name dropped, combined with DUNN INCISED)
DUNN INCISED, LATE VARIETY - Webb 1964:118-121
DUNLAP FABRIC MAILED - Jennings and Fairbanks 1940:7; Wauchope 1948:201-209; Sears and Griffin 1950b; Wimberly 1960:80-82; Wauchope 1966:46
DUNN CREEK RED - Goggins 1946:7; Goggins 1952:102 (formerly called CECATE RED)
DUFFEE INCISED - Quilby 1951:122-123; Ford 1951:89 (made a variety of AUVELLES PRODUCED by Phillips)
DURFE INCISED - MacNeil 1952b:Fig. 20 (illustrated but not described)
DURFE BANDER - MacNeil 1952a:60-61; Pratt 1966
DUTCH BOTTOM CHECK STAMPED - Unpublished quartzite tempered type from upper Kart Tennessee, companion type of WATTS BAR CORO and FABRIC IMPRESSED types.
DUTCH HOLLOW NOTCHED - MacNeil 1952a:43; Pratt 1966
DUTCH HOLLOW NOTCHED LIP - MacNeil 1952b:Fig. 20 (illustrated but not described)
EAST RIVER CORD MARKED- Satch (CE) 5920:192-193; Pope 1953:8; Kaeser 1964:7
EAST VARIETY, KICKING ENGRAVED- Verley 1964:66
EASTERN INCISED- Satch (CE) 1950:70; Pope 1953:6; Kaeser 1964:8
EMMONS COLLARRED RIM WARE- Wheeler 1961:97
EDMONDS DENTATE STAMPED- Wheeler 1961:190
EDWARDS VARIETY, MILLER CREEK CORD MARKED- Phillips n.d. (formerly DEASONVILLE CORD MARKED)
ELLIS CORD IMPRESSED- Hurt 1952:67
ELLIS CORD WRAPPED ROD- Hurt 1952:70
ELLIS PLAIN- Hurt 1952:68-69
ELLISON VARIETY, MODERN RED AND WHITE- Phillips n.d.
ELY VARIETY, ODELL CREEK INCISED- Phillips n.d.
EMBARRASS CHECK STAMPED- McMichael and Winters 1963:103-104
EMBARRASS CORD MARKED- McMichael and Winters 1963:104
EMBARRASS SIMPLE STAMPED- McMichael and Winters 1963:101-103
EMERALD ENGRAVED- Meltsel 1965:46 (previously included in MACDOX ENGRAVED)
EMERALD VARIETY, MACDOX ENGRAVED- Phillips n.d.
EMORY FUNCTIONAL- Harris, Harris, Blaine and Blaine 1965:299-300
EUCLID STAMPED- Epstein 1951; McGregor 1952:74; Griffin 1952a:114; McGregor 1958:213
ENFIELDWOOD INCISED- Willey 1949a:474
ENFIELDWOOD PLAIN- Willey 1949a:474 ("not a useful type, should be discarded"). R. P. Bolten
ESTILL VARIETY, BAXTON INCISED- Phillips n.d.
ESTERING MARK- Kehoe (AB) 1959:238,240
ETOWAH BRUSHED- Wauchope 1960:71
ETOWAH ETHERIZED PLAIN- Sears 1958:190-191
ETOWAH COMPLICATED STAMPED- Sears 1958:189-190
ETOWAH CORD MARKED- Wauchope 1966:71
ETOWAH CORNUCO MARKED- Wauchope 1966:71
ETOWAH FOUNDATION MARKED- Wauchope 1966:71
ETOWAH INCISED- Wauchope 1966:207; Wauchope 1966:71-75
ETOWAH NET MARKED- Wauchope 1966:71
ETOWAH PAINTED- Wauchope 1966:75
ETOWAH PLAIN- Wauchope 1968:204; Sears 1958:189; Wauchope 1966:70
ETOWAH PLAIN SMOOTH- Wauchope 1968:235; Wauchope 1966:71-75
ETOWAH POLISHED BLACK- Sears 1958:191-192
ETOWAH RED- Kelly and Neitzel 1961:38 (not described)
ETOWAH RED FILMED- Sears 1958:192
ETOWAH ROUGE- Kelly and Neitzel 1961:36,38
ETOWAH STAMPED- Wauchope 1964:207; Wauchope 1966:64-69
EVANSVILLE INTERIOR INCISED- Quitaby 1951:318 (made a variety of L'EAU NOIRE INCISED by Phillips)
EVANSVILLE HORIZONTALLY INCISED RIM- Wood 1965:101
EVANSVILLE INDENTED RIM- Wood 1965:101
EVANSVILLE RIM- Orr 1952:246 (mentioned)
EVANSVILLE RIM- Wood 1965:100-101
EVANS WARE- Wood 1965:99-100
EVANSVILLE FUMICATED- Phillips, Ford and Griffin 1951:90
EVANSVILLE FUMICATED, VAR. BRAXTON- Phillips n.d.
EVANSVILLE FUMICATED, VAR. EVANSVILLE- Phillips n.d.
EVANSVILLE FUMICATED, VAR. LA SALLE- Phillips n.d. (formerly LA SALLE FUMICATED)
EVANSVILLE FUMICATED, VAR. SYDENHALL- Phillips n.d. (formerly SYDENHALL FUMICATED)
EVANSVILLE FUMICATED, VAR. SYDENHALL- Phillips n.d.
EVANSVILLE FUMICATED, VAR. WILKINSON- Phillips n.d. (formerly WILKINSON FUMICATED)
EVANSVILLE FUMICATED, VAR. WOLF LAKE- Phillips n.d. (dropped)
FORT WALTON INCISED - Willey and Woodbury 1942:244; Willey 1949a:460-462; Goggin 1952:110; Wibermly 1960:188
FORT YATES CORD IMPRESSED IN- Wood and Woolworth 1964:20-21
FORT YATES CROSS HATCHED RIM- Wood and Woolworth 1964:21 (discarded type, combined with FORT YATES INCISED)
FORT YATES FINE INCISED - Hewes 1949:64-65
FORT YATES INCISED - Lehmer 1966:30; Wood 1967:66-6 (now includes FORT YATES CORD IMPRESSED and FORT YATES CROSS HATCHED RIM)
FORTUNE NODDED - Phillips, Ford and Griffin 1951:120-122; Phillips n.d.
FORTUNE NODDED, VAR. FORTUNE - Phillips n.d.
FOX FARM BOWL - Griffin 1943a:345-346; S1-am 1959:49-51; Hanson 1963:232-234; Hanson 1966:81
FOX FARM CHECK STAMPED - Griffin 1943a:350; Sloan 1959:70-73; Hanson 1963:239-241; Hanson 1966:85
FOX FARM COLANDER - Griffin 1943a:349; Sloan 1959:74-76
FOX FARM CORD MARKED - Griffin 1943a:367-369; Sloan 1959:52-55; Hanson 1963:225-227; (combined with MADISONVILLE CORD MARKED and made a variety of the combined type MADISONVILLE-FOX FARM CORD MARKED)
FOX FARM SALT PAN- Griffin 1943a:345; Sloan 1959:46-48; Hanson 1963:230-232; Hanson 1966:81 (same as KIMMENVICK PLAIN and KIMMENVICK IMPRESSED)
FRANCOIS VARIETY, WASCANA WARE- Echoe (AB) 1964;
FRANKLIN PLAIN- Willey 1948:392-393; Goggin 1952:106; Wibermly 1960:101-107 (same as NORTHFORD PLAIN according to Wansprake 1966:52-54)
FRENCH FORK INCISED, VAR. FRENCH FORK- Phillips n.d.
FRENCH FORK INCISED, VAR. INHERVILL- Phillips n.d.
FRENCH FORK INCISED, VAR. LABORVE- Phillips n.d. (tentative variety)
FRENCH FORK INCISED, VAR. LARKIN- Phillips n.d.
FRENCH FORK INCISED, VAR. McNUTT- Phillips n.d.
FRENCH FORK INCISED, VAR. WILLSONE- Phillips n.d.
FRIENDSHIP ENGRAVED- Hodges 1943:103; Suhm, Krieger and Jelks 1954:274; Suhm, and Jelks 1962:43; Verley 1964:72
FUGITIVE RED FILMED- Kelly 1938:65 (same as K笄ITIA RED FILMED)
FUGITIVE RED WARE- MacNeil 1958:171 (probably not a type)
FUNK INCISED- Withoft and Farver 1952:9
FURR'S CORD MARKED- Jennings 1941:199-200; Cotter 1950:28; Cotter and Corbet 1951:18-19

GAINESVILLE LINEAR FUNCTIONED- Goggin 1949:4; Willey 1949a:447; Goggin 1952:108
GALT CHECK STAMPED - Caldwell (JR) 1950:9; Caldwell (JR) 1952a:279
GALT COMPLICATED STAMPED- Caldwell (JR) 1950:59
GALT SIMPLE STAMPED- Caldwell (JR) 1950:9
GAMROV VARIETY, INDIAN BAY STAMPED- Phillips n.d.
GARDONA INCISED - Lenig 1965:6
GASTON SIMPLE STAMPED - Coe 1964:105-106
GENESEE CORD MARKED - Ritchie and MacNeil 1949:121; MacNeil 1952a:49
GENESEE FLAIN - Wedel (WR) 1949:88; Wedel (WR) 1959:233-235
GENESEE RED FILLED - Wedel (WR) 1949:89; Wedel (WR) 1959:239-243
GENESEE SIMPLE STAMPED - Wedel (WR) 1949:90; Wedel (WR) 1959:237-239
GENOA FLORENTINE INCISED - MacNeil 1952b: Fig. 20 (illustrated but not described)
GENOA FLORENTINE COLLAR - MacNeil 1952b: Fig. 20 (illustrated but not described)
GENOA P压LEL - MacNeil 1952a:50; Pratt 1966
GIBSALTAR INCISED - Gute 1948;
GLADES CHECK STAMPED - Ferguson 1951:30
GLADES GRITTY WAX - Goggia 1939:37-38; Goggia 1946:; Smith (WG) 1949:28;
Goggia and Sommer 1949:33; Goggia 1964:74-77
GLADES INCISED - Ferguson 1951:30
GLADES LINEAR CHECK STAMPED - Ferguson 1951:30
GLADES FLAIN - Goggia and Sommer 1949:3; Willey 1949a:364; Willey 1949b:26;
Ferguson 1951:28-30
GLADES RED - Goggia and Sommer 1949:34
GLADES TOOLED - Goggia and Sommer 1949:35
GLASSELL BRUSHED - name changed to KARMACK BRUSHED-INCISED
GLASSELL ENGRAVED - Webb and Dodd 1961:91; Suhm, Krieger and Jelks 1954:282;
Suhm and Jelks 1962:53
GLENN MEYER LINEAR STAMPED - Wright 1964:254
GLENN MEYER FLAINED - Wright 1964:256
GLENN MEYER OBLIQUE - Wright 1964:265
GLENNWOOD OAKINED SHOULDERS - Ives 1955:7
GLENNWOOD CORD MARKED - Ives 1955:6
GLENNWOOD INCISED - Ives 1955:6-7
GLENNWOOD FLAIN - Ives 1955:5-6
GLENNWOOD POLISHED - Ives 1955:6
GORE'S INCISED - Wright 1964:258
GORE'S OBLIQUE - Wright 1964:259
GORE'S PUNCTATE - Wright 1964:255
GOLLAD BLACK-ON-BUFF - Nourger 1959:164; Campbell 1962:334
GOLLAD FLAIN - Nourger 1959:167; Campbell 1962:334
GOLLAD RED-ON-BUFF - Nourger 1959:168; Campbell 1962:334
GORD CORD IMPRESSED - mentioned by Schoenbeck 1946:35
GOODALL DENTATE STAMPED - Quimby 1941a:491; Quimby 1941b; (same as NAPLES DENTATE STAMPED)
GOODEN CORD IMPRESSED - Fowler 1955:219 (mentioned by Schoenbeck 1940 who says it was described by Griffin)
GOODLAND FLAIN - Goggia 1949:76; Goggia n.d.
GOODLAND RED - Goggia 1949:77; Goggia n.d.
GOODYEAR CORDED - MacNeil 1952a:79 (see GOODYEAR LIPPED)
GOODYEAR LIPPED - Ritchie 1952:23; Lenig 1965:8
GOOS LAKE VARIETY, MARKSVILLE INCISED - Phillips n.d.
GOOSEN'S PASS INCISED - Goggia 1944b; Goggia 1950a:74; Goggia 1964:169
GRACE VARIETY, PLAQUELIKE BRUSHED - Phillips n.d.
(GRAHAM) CORD IMPRESSED - Logan 1952:63
(GRAHAM) FLAIN - Logan 1952:61-62
(GRAHAM) POLISHED FLAIN - Logan 1952:60-61
(GRAHAM) TRAILED - Logan 1952:62
GRAND RIVER INCISED - McKern 1945:  ; Hall 1960:  
GRAND RIVER PLAIN - Eail 1962:68-70  
GRAND RIVER TRAILED - Hall 1962:65-68  
GRAND VIGOROUS VARIETY, OLD TOWN RED - Phillips n.d.  
GRASS ROSE IMPRESSED - Marshall 1965 (same as GRASS SALT PAN)  
GRASSEY PLAIN - Marshall 1965:  (see also KINSMUCK PLAIN and SALINE PLAIN)  
GRASSEY SALT PAN - Marshall 1965:100-102 (tentative type)  
GREAT FALLS WARE - Kohos (AB) 1959:237-238  
GREAT OASIS INCISED - Wilford 1945b:35-36  
GREAT OASIS PLAIN - Wilford 1945b:  
GREAT OASIS UNDECORATED RIM - Wilford 1945b:  
GREEN POINT VARIETY, ALEXANDER INCISED - Phillips n.d.  
GREEN RIVER VARIETY, WHEELER CHECK STAMPED - Phillips n.d.  
GRENE BRUSHED - Taylor 1952:17; McGregor 1958:222 (tentative type)  
GRENE CORDELINED - Taylor 1952:11-12; McGregor 1958:220-221  
GRENE DRAGGED - Taylor 1952:12-13; McGregor 1958:221  
GRENE FABRIC MARKED - Taylor 1952:17; McGregor 1958:222 (tentative type)  
GRENE FLATTENED - Taylor 1952:10-11; McGregor 1958:220  
GRENE FINGERED - Taylor 1952:17; McGregor 1958:221 (tentative type)  
GRENE STAMPED - Taylor 1952:16; McGregor 1958:221-222 (tentative type)  
GRENE WARE - Taylor 1952:6-7; McGregor 1958:211  
GREENHOUSE INCISED - Ford 1951:77-79 (made a variety of COLES CREEK INCISED by Phillips)  
GRAY CLOUD HORIZONTAL INCISED - Smith and Graeme 1958:102-103; Smith and Johnson 1964:38  
GRAY CLOUD HORIZONTAL INCISED RIM, BLACK PARTIALLY VARIETY - Caldwell (W) 1966:  
GUSA CORD MARKED - Byers and Rouse 1960:16  
GUSA FABRIC MARKED - Byers and Rouse 1960:16  
GUSA INCISED - Byers and Rouse 1960:16-19  
GUSA PLAIN - Byers and Rouse 1960:19  
GUSA STAMPED - Byers and Rouse 1960:19  
GUT CHECK STAMPED - Willey 1949a:387-388 (discarded by Southeastern Archaeological Conference in 1951 or 1953 according to Bullett)  
GUNDER'S CORD IMPRESSED - Helmich 1952:22  
GUTTERSVILLE SIMPLE STAMPED -  
  B:  
HAZEN WARE - Malloy 1952:132; Kohos (AB) 1959:242  
HAZARD CORD IMPRESSED - Bennett 1965:80-85; Keelin 1958:221-224,254  
HAZEL COMPLICATED INCISED - Krieger 1946:Fig.19; Newell and Krieger 1949:202-204,  
  Suhm, Krieger and Jelks 1954:286; Suhm and Jelks 1962:59  
HAZLE FINE ENGRAVED - Suhm, Krieger and Jelks 1954:286; Webb 1959:119; Suhm and  
  Jelks 1962:6  
  1956:66  
HALIFAX CHECK STAMPED - Griffin and Smith 1949:348  
HALIFAX PLAIN - Griffin and Smith 1949:348  
HALIFAX SCORRED - Griffin and Smith 1949:349  
HALIFAX SIMPLE STAMPED - Griffin and Smith 1949:348  
HALSTEAD PLAIN - Jennings and Fairbanks 1940:3; Fairbanks 1956:79  
HAMILTON CORD MARKED - Lewis and Knoebel 1946:103  
HAMILTON PLAIN - Lewis and Knoebel 1946:103  
HAMILTON SCRAPED - Lewis and Knoebel (name no longer used)
HAMPTON INCISED - Lewis and Kneberg (variant of DALLAS DECORATED, like KENT INCISED)
HANDY ENGRAVED - Suhm, Krieger and Jelks 1954:284; Suhm and Jelks 1962:63
HARDIN COMPLICATED STAMPED - Heilrich 1952:13
HARDIN NEGATIVE PAINTED - Heilrich, according to Willey and Phillips 1944:177
HARDY INCISED - Quimby 1942:267; Krieger 1946:Fig.19; Quimby 1951:113-114; Ford 1951:87-88; Suhm, Krieger and Jelks 1954:376 (made a variety of COLES CREEK INCISED by Phillips)
HARE HAMMERED SURFACE INCISED - Willey 1949a:229
HAYLAN CORD-ROUGHENED - Ewett 1953:131
HARLETON APPLIQUE - Krieger 1946:Fig.18; Suhm, Krieger and Jelks 1954:288; Suhm and Jelks 1962:65
HARVARD CREEK COMPLICATED STAMPED - Lewis and Kneberg (name changed to DANVILLE COMPLICATED STAMPED)
HARVARD CREEK CORD MARKED - Lewis and Kneberg 1947:35
HARVARD CREEK INCISED INCISED - Lewis and Kneberg
HARRIS CREEK STAMPED - Heilrich 1952:20
HARRIS VARIETY, PARKIN INCISED - Phillips n.d.
HARRISON BAYOU INCISED - Ford 1936:187-188; Ford and Willey 1940:95; Quimby 1951:113; Verley 1964a:84; Phillips n.d.
HARRISON HAYOU INCISED, VAR. HARRISON HAYOU - Phillips n.d.
HATCHET ENGRAVED - Suhm, Krieger and Jelks 1954:290; Suhm and Jelks 1962:67
HAYANA CORD MARKED (or GROOVED) - Epstein 1951; Griffin 1952a:101-104; McGregor 1952:74; Fowler 1955:218; Logan 1957:189-190; Logan 1958:194-195; McGregor 1958:213
HAYANA FABRIC MARKED - Taylor 1952:17; McGregor 1958:216 (tentative type)
HAYANA PLAIN - Epstein 1951; Griffin 1952a:104; McGregor 1952:74; Fowler 1955:218; McGregor 1958:213
HAYANA STAMPED - Epstein 1951; Griffin 1952:74; McGregor 1958:213
HAYANA ZONED - Griffin 1952a:105-107; McGregor 1952:69; Logan 1957:190-192; Logan 1958:195 (see also HAYANA STAMPED and MUELLER STAMPED)
HAWKINS FABRIC MARKED - Jennings and Fairbanks 1940:5; Fairbanks 1956a:80
HAYNES BLUFF PLAIN - Ford and Willey 1940:48-50; Phillips n.d.
HAYNES BLUFF RIM - mentioned in Phillips, Ford and Griffin 1953:123, 129, 139; also mentioned by Phillips in discussion of HAYNES BLUFF VAR, HAYNES ROLL PLAIN
HEALY TRAILED - Brown 1961:38 (tentative type)
HEINS CREEK CORDENED STAMPED - Mason (RJ) 1966
HEINS CREEK CORDMARKED - Mason (RJ) 1966
HEINS CREEK CORDMARKED - Mason (RJ) 1966
HENDSTEDT ENGRAVED - Suhm, Krieger and Jelks 1954:292; Suhm and Jelks 1962:69; Verley 1964:74
HENRY ISLAND APPLIQUE - Heilrich 1952:25
HENRY ISLAND PLAIN - Heilrich 1952:11-12
HEUREKANEN CORD ROUGHENED - Adams (RMC) 1941:157
HEUREKANEN ADDISON CORD ROUGHENED - Adams (RMC) 1941:157
HERRENOOY CHEECK STAMPED - Bollan and Bollan 1950:11-36
HIDDENEN ENGRAVED, EAST VARIANT - Verley 1964:66
HIDDENEN FINE ENGRAVED - Krieger 1946:Fig.19; Newell and Krieger 1949:90-91; Suhm, Krieger and Jelks 1954:296; Suhm and Jelks 1962:71
HIDDEN VALLEY CROSSED QUARTZ - Adams (RMC) 1941:157
HUFF BRACED RIM - Wood n.d.
HUFF PLAIN - Wood n.d.
HUFFS BEVELED - Spalding 1956:165-167
HUFFS CORD MARKED - Manson 1962:15 (northera variant of NEW RIVER CORD MARKED)
HULL ENGRAVED - Phillips, Ford and Griffin 1951:129 (made a variety of WALLS ENGRAVED by Phillips)
HUME ENGRAVED - Suhm, Kreiger and Jelks 1954:306; Suhm and Jelks 1962:83
HUMMEL CONDE - MacNeil 1952a:53; Lenz 1963:6
HUMMEL LINEAR - MacNeil 1952b: Fig. 20 (Illustrated but not described)
HUMMEL PLAIN - Epstein 1951:
HUMMEL ROCKED - Epstein 1951: (same as HUMMEL STAMPED)
HUMMEL STAMPED - Griffin 1952a:110=112; McGregor 1952:74; McGregor 1958:215
HUNT VARIETY, COLES CREEK INCISED - Phillips n.d.
HUNNIM INCISED - MacNeil 1952a:34 (called HURON OBLIQUE on seriation charts);
Gutsche 1958:57-58; Fratt 1966:
HYOO COARSE NET IMPRESSED - Miller 1962:143
HYOO COMBED - Miller 1962:144
HYOO CORD MARKED - Miller 1962:138 (mentioned)
HYOO CORD WRAPPED PADDLE - Miller 1962:142
HYOO FABRIC MARKED - Miller 1962:142
HYOO NET IMPRESSED - Miller 1962:231,270 (tentative type, not described)
HYOO PLAIN - Miller 1962:141
HYOO SIMPLE STANED - Miller 1962:144
HYOO TEXTILE IMPRESSED - Miller 1962:231,246,261,271 (tentative type, not described)
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INERVILLE VARIETY, FRANCE FORK INCISED - Phillips n.d.
INERTZNER COMPLICATED STAMPED - Joggins
INFERIOR PLAIN - Adams 1941:158 (same changed to ST. CLAIR PLAIN, now made the MISSISSIPPI VARIETY of MISSISSIPPI PLAIN by Phillips)
IMPRESSION OBLIQUE - Ridley 1958:29
IMPRESSED OBLIQUE ROSSED - Ridley 1958:30
INDIAN BAY STAMPED - Phillips, Ford and Griffin 1951:88; Phillips n.d.
INDIAN BAY STAMPED, VAR. GUYRESS BAYOU - Phillips n.d.
INDIAN BAY STAMPED, VAR. GAMMON - Phillips n.d.
INDIAN BAY STAMPED, VAR. INDIAN BAY - Phillips n.d.
INDIAN BAY STAMPED, VAR. SAW - Phillips n.d.
INDIAN BAY STAMPED, VAR. SPENCER BAYOU - Phillips n.d.
INDIAN HEAD INCISED - McCann 1950:316; Cross 1956:154
INDIAN PASS INCISED - Willey 1949b:425-427; Wimberly 1960:166-167
INDIANICA SPECIMEN - Kenyon 1957:18-20
IONS DIAGONAL INCISED - Smith and Grange 1958:100; Smith and Johnson 1964:30
IONS HORIZONTAL INCISED - Smith and Grange 1958:100-101; Smith and Johnson 1964:28-29
IONS INDENTED - Smith and Grange 1958:98-100; Smith and Johnson 1964:26-28
IONS INDENTED KM, BLACK PARTIZAN VAR. - Caldwell (WJ) 1966:42-43
IONS S-RIM - Smith and Grange 1958:101; Smith and Johnson 1964:30-32
IONS S-RIM, BLACK PARTIZAN VAR. - Caldwell (WJ) 1960:43-44
IONS WARS - Smith and Grange 1958:97-98; Smith and Johnson 1964:23 (includes ION types above and CADDOTTE COLLARED)
IONS COMPLICATED STAMPED -
JACK'S REEF CORDED - Ritchie and MacNeil 1969:106
JACK'S REEF CORDED COLLAR - Ritchie and MacNeil 1949:107
JACK'S REEF CORDED PUNCTATE - Ritchie and MacNeil 1949:107
JACK'S REEF DENTATE COLLAR - Ritchie and MacNeil 1949:106
JACKSON BARRED-OVOID STAMPED - Neumann and Fowler 1952:227
JACKSON CORDEMARKED - Neumann and Fowler 1952:226
JACKSON CURVED-BAR STAMPED - Neumann and Fowler 1952:226-227
JACKSON FABRIC IMPRESSED - Neumann and Fowler 1952:226
JACKSON NET IMPRESSED - Neumann and Fowler 1952:226
JACKSON PADDLE-EDGE CORDEMARKED - Neumann and Fowler 1952:226
JACKSON PLAIN - Neumann and Fowler 1952:226
JACKSON WARE - Neumann and Fowler 1952:226-238
JAKETOWN SIMPLE STAMPED - Phillips, Ford and Griffin 1951:71; Phillips n.d.
JAKETOWN SIMPLE STAMPED, VAR. JAKETOWN - Phillips n.d.
JAKETOWN SIMPLE STAMPED, VAR. SILVER LAKE - Phillips n.d.
JAMES CORD-FABRIC IMPRESSED - Wimberly 1960:172-174
JEFFERSON COMPLICATED STAMPED - Smith (BS) 1948:317 (not a type)
JEFFERSON PLAIN - Smith (BS) 1948:317 (not a type)
JEFFERSON STAMPED - Smith (BS) 1948:317; Griffin (NW) 1950:107
JEFFERSON WARE - Smith (BS) 1948:317; Willey 1949a:492-493; Boyd, Smith and Griffin 1951:166
JERSEY BLUFF CORD MARKED - Titterington
JOHNSON PLAIN - Haag 1942a:341-342
JOLLY ISLAND RED ON BUFF - undescribed Tennessee type mentioned by Heimlich 1952:48
JONESVILLE STAMPED - Greengo 1957: (name changed to MANNY STAMPED)
JOSEPHTOWN CORD MARKED - Mayer-Oakes 1955:203 (tentative type, variant of HALF-MOON WARE)
JOSEPHTOWN PLAIN - Mayer-Oakes 1955:203 (tentative type, variant of HALF-MOON WARE)
JUDSON COMPOSITE - Shay 1966; Knudson 1967:257
JUDSON COMPOSITE, VAR. JUDSON - Shay 1966; Knudson 1967:257-258
JUDSON COMPOSITE, VAR. LINCOLN - Shay 1966; Knudson 1967:259
JUDSON COMPOSITE, VAR. SOUTH BEND - Shay 1966; Knudson 1967:258-259
JUICE PRESS WARE - Walker and Adams 1948:91; perhaps Thurston 1897 (see WICELLIPPE types)
KAISER CORDED - same as MONONGAHELA CORDMARKED
KARNACK BRUSHED-INCISED - Suhm, Krieger and Jelks 1954:308; Suhm and Jelks 1962:85
KASITA RED FILMED - Jennings and Fairbanks 1940:9
KASKINAMPO FABRIC IMPRESSED - named by Lewis and Knobler (Like Heilmich's LAMENSTON FABRIC IMPRESSED. Found in Tennessee and Cumberland Valleys. Used in University of Tennessee Laboratory for some time, but it is just like MERLEY'S PERRY PLAIN)
KASKINAMPO PLAIN - named by Lewis and Knobler (The Mississippi plain of the Tennessee and Cumberland Valleys. Used in University of Tennessee Laboratory for some time, but it is just like MERLEY'S PERRY PLAIN)
KARNY VARIETY, AYOVELLS PCUTACATED - Phillips n.d.
KEOKUKA STAMPED - Serrels 1952
KETH INCISED - Willey 1949a:427-428; Wiemerly 1960:165-166
KELLOGG CORD WRAPPER STICK DECORATED - Caldwell (JR) 1950:17-18 (not described)
KELLOGG FABRIC MARKED - Caldwell (JR)?
KELSO CORNED - Lenig 1965:6
KEMETT PLAIN - Phillips n.d. (formerly KEMETT PLAIN)
KEMETT PLAIN, VAR. KEMETT - Phillips n.d.
KEMO TAIRED - Webb 1945:64-67; Krieger 1946:Fig. 18; Suhm, Krieger and Jelks 1956:310; Webb 1959:133-136; Suhm and Jelks 1962:87; Verley 1964:106
KENT INCISED - Phillips, Ford and Griffin 1951:126; Chapman and Anderson 1955:36-38 (made a variety of BARTON INCISED by Phillips)
KROTA CURVILINEAR INCISED - Krieger 1946:227-228; Suhm, Krieger and Jelks 1954:376 (now included with CROCKETT CURVILINEAR INCISED)
KRESBY CORD MARKED INCISED - Marshall 1965:97 (tentative type)
KRESBY INCISED - Marshall 1965:96-97 (tentative type)
KRESBY INCISED - Smith (RI) 1951:26
KREVIN PCUTACATED - KREK INCISED - Smith (RI) 1951:26
KREVIN PCUTACATED - KEY LARGE INCISED - Goggin 1944a; Goggin 1944b; Willey 1948b:27; Goggin and Summer 1963:36
KRYER CORD MARKED - Madison, MacCord and Griffin 1944:402-405; Schultz 1965:11-12 (sub-type of NEW RIVER series according to Evans)
KUM INCISED - Sewell 1941; Suhm, Krieger and Jelks 1954:312; Suhm and Jelks 1962:89
KILLOUGH PINCHED - Krieger 1946:Fig. 15; Suhm, Krieger and Jelks 1954:314; Suhm and Jelks 1962:91
KMBALL PLAIN - Hurl 1951:48
KMMNSWICK FABRIC IMPRESSED - First described but not named by D.I. Bushnell, 1907; Adams and Menager 1941:166; Walker and Adams 1946:91; Cole 1951:316-318; Williams 1954:220; Sloan 1959:96-98; Clay 1963:241-247; Phillips n.d. (see also KNEWA ID HET IMPRESSED, SALINE FABRIC IMPRESSED, and MARKING FABRIC MARKED)
KIDMOSWICK FABRIC IMPRESSED, VAR. KIDMOSWICK - Phillips n.d.
KINCAID NEGATIVE PAINTED - Cole 1951:168 (made a variety of NASHVILLE NEGATIVE PAINTED by Phillips)

KINCAID NET IMPRESSED - Cole 1951:166-167
KINCAID POLISHED - Cole 1951:147
KINCAID PLAIN - Cole 1951:165-166
KINCAID RED SLIPPED - Cole 1951:147-148
KING GEORGE MALLEATED - Caldwell (JR) n.d.; Smith (HS) 1948:315 (brief description, name has since been dropped)
KING GEORGE RED FILMED - Caldwell (JR) n.d.
KINGS POINT VARIETY, MAQUIZE INCISED - Phillips n.d.
KINGSTON INCISED - MacNeil ?
KINGSTON WARE - mentioned by Schoenbeck 1940:44
KINLOCK SIMPLE STAMPED - Phillips n.d.
KINLOCK SIMPLE STAMPED, VAR. KINLOCK - Phillips n.d.
KIPPS ISLAND CROSSHOLES - Ritchie and MacNeil 1949:104,106
KIRBY COMPLICATED STAMPED - Heilmich 1952:13
KIRBY INCISED - Heilmich 1952:22
KIRKHAM PUNCTATED - Dickinson and Lemley ?
KIRKLEY NET IMPRESSED - R.Jugson, n.d.
KIRKWERD INTERIOR CORD MARKED - Loges 1957:26-27
KINGISCRISPIN PLAIN - Cross 1941:60, 63-66; McCann 1950:316 (see MARCY CREEK PLAIN)
KOLONOKI COMPLICATED STAMPED - Sears 1951a:9-10
KOLONOKI PLAIN - Sears 1951a:16-17
KODANDO CORD MARKED - Griffin 1941:13; Kneislin 1964:38-41 (made a variety of MULBERRY CREEK CORD MARKED by Phillips)
KODANDO PLAIN - Kneislin 1964:41-42 (formerly called PLATTIN CLAY TEMPERED; see also BAYTOWN PLAIN)

KOSKINONONG BOLD - Hall 1962:72-75
KRIEGER CORDED - MacNeil 1952b:Fig. 20 (Illustrated but not described)
KRIEGER DENTATE - Kidd 1954:168
KRIEGER INCISED - Kidd 1954:167-168
KRIEGER STAMPED - Kidd 1954:168
KYMIA COMPLICATED STAMPED -

LASORDE VARIETY, FRENCH FORK INCISED - Phillips n.d. (tentative variety)

LAKE BORNE INCISED, VAR. LAKE BORNE - Phillips n.d.
LAKE BORNE INCISED, VAR. TENNE - Phillips n.d.
LAKE GEORGE INCISED - Phillips, Ford and Griffin 1951 (name dropped in favor of BELSOY INCISED)

LAKE JACKSON FIREHOSE IMPRESSED - Griffin (JR) 1950:106
LAKE JACKSON PLAIN - Willey and Woodbury 1942:265-266; Willey 1949a:458-460; Willey and Woodbury 1946:188-189
LAKE WINNEBAGO TRAILED - Hall 1962:171-174
LA LONDE HIGH OOLLAR - Ridley 1952:205
LAMAR BOLD INCISED - Jennings and Fairbanks 1939:4; Willey 1940a:493; Caldwell (JR) 1953:316; Wauchope 1966:82-86
LAMAR COMPLICATED STAMPED - Jennings and Fairbanks 1939:2; Willey 1949a:485-486; Caldwell (JR) 1953:316
LAMAR FINISHED REM - mentioned by Sears 1958:175
LAMAR FLAT - Caldwell (JR) 1953:316; mentioned by Fairbanks 1955:14
LAMAR FLAT SHOOTS - Wauchope 1966:86-87
LAMAR STAMPED - Wauchope 1966:79-82
LANDON RED ON BUFF - Phillips n.d.
LANDON RED ON BUFF, VAR. LAMDON - Phillips n.d.
LANE FARM ORN IMPRESSED, STAMPED REM VARIATION - Logan 1957:174-175
LANE FARM STAMPED - Logan 1953:19; Logan 1957:173-174; Logan 1958:175
LANE WARE - McKusick 1964:160
LANDFORD CORD MARKED - Brown 1961:35
LANDFORD CORDED - Griffin (JW) 1946: ; Griffin (JW) 1948a:125
LANDFORD CORDED - Griffin (JW) 1946: ; Griffin (JW) 1948a:125; Brown 1961:47
LANDFORD CORDED - Griffin (JW) 1946: ; Griffin (JW) 1948a:125; Brown 1961:30-31
LANDFORD TRAILED - Griffin (JW) 1946: ; Griffin (JW) 1948a:125; Brown 1961: 31,35
LANDFORD TRAILED (CORD MARKED SURFACE) - Brown 1961:35
LANDFORD CHECK STAMPED - Brown 1961:45
LANDFORD WARE - Fensel 1963:59-61
LANGTON FABRIC MARKED - Heitmich 1952:26; Wimbery 1960:185-188
LAMORIE CORDED - MacNeil 1952a:62; Lencig 1966:6
LAMORIE CROSSED - MacNeil 1952a:64
LAMORIE CROSSED - Lencig 1964:72 (variant of LAMORIE CROSSED)
LAMORIE MIXED - MacNeil 1952a:63
LAMORIE SIMPLE PUNCTATED - Guthe 1948
LAKE VARIETY, FRENCH FORK INCISED - Phillips n.d.
LA ROUCHE HORIZONTAL INCISED - Hoffman (JJ) 1965:79-84; Hoffman (JJ) 1967:40 (see WHEELER DEEP TRAILED and WHEELER HORIZONTAL INCISED)
LARTO RED, VAR. LARTO - Phillips n.d.
LARTO RED, VAR. LONG LAKE - Phillips n.d.
LARTO RED, VAR. SILVER CREEK - Phillips n.d.
LA RUE BECK BANDED - Suha, Krzeger and Jelks 1954:316; Suha and Jelks 1962:93
LA SALLE FILLED -
LA SALLE PUNCTATED - Ford and Willey 1940;86-87 (made a variety of EVANSVILLE PUNCTATED by Phillips)
LASLEY NEGATIVE PAINTED - Hall 1952:174-175
LAUREL DENTATE - MacNeil 1958:144-145
LAUREL INCISED - Lewis and Kneberg (undescribed variant of DALLAS DECORATED, like McKee ISLAND INCISED)
LAURICK FLAT - MacNeil 1958:142-144
LAUREL SCALLOP SHELL - MacNeil 1958:170
LAWS RED FILMED - Heitmich 1952:14
LAWN INCISED - MacNeil 1952a;14; Gutse 1958:38
LAWN FIELD INCISED -
L'EAU NOIRE INCISED - Quinby 1951:119-121; Phillips n.d.
L'EAU NOIRE INCISED, VAR. ANNA - Phillips n.d. (formerly ANNA INFERIOR ENGRAVED)
L'EAU NOIRE INCISED, VAR. AUSTRALIA - Phillips n.d. (formerly AUSTRALIA INCISED)
L'EAU NOIRE INCISED, VAR. BAYOU GOUJA - Phillips n.d. (formerly L'EAU NOIRE INCISED as described by Quimby)

L'EAU NOIRE INCISED, VAR. CARTER - Phillips n.d.

L'EAU NOIRE INCISED, VAR. EVANGELINE - Phillips n.d. (formerly EVANGELINE INTERIOR INCISED)

L'EAU NOIRE INCISED, VAR. L'EAU NOIRE - Phillips n.d.

L'EAU NOIRE INCISED, VAR. SHELL BLUFF - Phillips n.d.

LE BEAU CORD IMPRESSED - Hurt 1957:38; Wilmeth 1955:7; Wood 1967:67-68 [CAVE Includes RHG RAINBOW CORDED and FORT RICE CORD IMPRESSED. In May 1963, LE BEAU CORD IMPRESSED and STEAMBOAT CORD WRAPPED ROD were combined to form STEAMBOAT CORD IMPRESSED, according to note in Hoffman (JJ) 1967:38]

LE BEAU CORD WRAPPED ROD - Hurt 1957:39

LE BEAU FINGER IMPRESSED - Hurt 1957:39; Miller 1964:171

LE BEAU HORIZONTAL CORD IMPRESSED - Hurt 1957:41; Caldwell (WW) 1966:47-48

LE BEAU INCISED S-RIM - Hurt 1957:41; Wilmeth 1958:5; Caldwell (WW) 1966:48

LE BEAU PLAIN - Hurt 1957:60

LE BEAU PORTAGE - Hurt 1957:40; Wilmeth 1958:7; Caldwell (WW) 1966:46-47

LE BEAU S-RIM HORIZONTAL CORD - Wilmeth 1958:6

LE BEAU S-RIM PLAIN - Wilmeth 1958:6

LE BEAU S-RIM RAINBOW CORD - Wilmeth 1958:6

LE BEAU S-SHAPED RIM - Hurt 1957:40; Caldwell (WW) 1966:49

LE BEAU TOOL IMPRESSED - Hurt 1957:43; Wilmeth 1958:7

LE BEAU VASE - Lehman 1954:36-37; Hurt 1957; Wilmeth 1958

LEEDFORD INCISED - Lewis and Kneberg (undescribed variant of DALLAS DECORATED, like OLIVER INCISED)

LEHUNGERU NECK BAND - Krieger 1946;206,208 (combined with LA RUE NECK BAND by Suhr, Krieger and Jeiks 1954)

LE FLORE PLAIN - Brown 1964

LEGONIVILLE FABRIC IMPRESSED - Mayer-Oakes 1955:203 (tentative type, variant of HALF-MOON CORNEARKED)

LEIST VARIETY, MARKESVILLE INCISED - Phillips n.d.

LELAND CORD MARKED - Witty 1959:207

LELAND INCISED - Phillips, Ford and Griffin 1951:137; Phillips n.d.

LELAND INCISED, VAR. BAYOU GOUJA - Phillips n.d. (formerly BAYOU GOUJA INCISED)

LELAND INCISED, VAR. BLANCHARD - Phillips n.d. (formerly BLANCHARD INCISED)

LELAND INCISED, VAR. DABNEY - Phillips n.d.

LELAND INCISED, VAR. DEEP BAYOU - Phillips n.d.

LELAND INCISED, VAR. FATHERLAND - Phillips n.d. (formerly FATHERLAND INCISED)

LELAND INCISED, VAR. FERRIS - Phillips n.d.

LELANG INCISED, VAR. LELAND - Phillips n.d.

LELAND INCISED, VAR. NATURE - Phillips n.d. (formerly NATURE INCISED)

LEMON BAY INCISED - Willey 1969a:474-475

LEON CHECK STAMPED - Smith (BO) 1948:318; Willey 1949a:491-492; Boyd, Smith and Griffin 1951:170

LEON-JEFFERSON COMPLICATED STAMPED - a "type" for JEFFERSON WARE


LEVANNA CORDED COLLAR - Ritchie and MacNeil 1949:108

LEVACHA CHECK STAMPED - Benson 1964:41-42

LEVACHA CORD MARKED - Haag 1942a:343; Griffin 1945b:220-246; Sloan 1959:29-31


LEVACHA STAMPED - Logan 1958:134-160
LEWIS CORD IMPRESSED - Cole 1951:180
LEWIS CORD MARKED - Cole 1951:180
LEWIS INCISED -
LINCOLN VARIETY, JUDEL COMPOSITE - Shay 1966; Knudson 1967:259
LINDEN EVERTED RIM - Shay 1966; Knudson 1967:260
LINDEN EVERTED RIM, VAR. COTTONWOOD - Shay 1966; Knudson 1967:263-265
LINDEN EVERTED RIM, VAR. LINDEN - Shay 1966; Knudson 1967:260-261
LINDEN EVERTED RIM, VAR. NIOBLETT - Shay 1966; Knudson 1967:261-262
LINDEN EVERTED RIM, VAR SEARLES - Shay 1966; Knudson 1967:262-263
LINDSAY CORD MARKED - Sharrock 1961:8
LINDSAY PLAIN - Schmitt 1950:75; Sharrock 1961:17-18
LINDWARE - Logan 1958:206
LIBSON FLARED RIM WARE - Wood 1963b:231-232
LIBSON HORIZONTALLY INCISED - Wood 1963b:232
LIBSON UNDERDRAUGHT - Wheeler 1963:201; Wood 1963b:233
LITTLE KOLOMKI COMPLICATED STAMP - Sears 1956:15-16
LITTLE MANATEE COMPLICATED STAMPED - Willey 1949a:444
LITTLE MANATEE SHELL STAMPED - Willey 1949b:144; Goggins 1952:109
LITTLE MANATEE ZONED STAMPED - Willey 1949b:444; Willey 1949b:99; Goggins 1952:109
LITTLE RIVER CORD ROUGHENED - Smith (CB) 1949:295
LITTLE RIVER VARIETY, BAYTOWN PLAIN - Phillips n.d.
LIVERPOOL CORDMARKED - Griffin 1952a:98; Fowler 1955:218
LOCLOOSA PUNCTATED -
LOCKPORT CORDMARKED - MacNeish 1958:154
LOCKPORT CORD-WRAPPED STICK - MacNeish 1958:155-156
LOCKPORT LINEAR - MacNeish 1958:145-150
LOCKPORT PLAIN - MacNeish 1958:150
LONG BRANCH FABRIC MARKED - Haag 1939:11; DeJarnette & Wismer 1941:96-97; Haag 1942b:517; Sears & Griffin 1950b; Metallic 1952:17
LONG LAKE VARIETY, LAKTO RED - Phillips n.d.
LONG POINT WHEELED - MacNeish 1952a:43
LONG POINT HORIZONTAL - MacNeish 1952a:44; Pratt 1966
LONG POINT NOTCHED COLLAR - MacNeish 1958b:fig. 20 (Illustrated but not described)
LONG POINT-SENECA NOTCHED - Pratt 1966
LONG SWAMP STAMPED - Wauchope 1948:204; Wauchope 1966:69-70
LOVITT MICA TEMPERED - Hill and Metcalfe 1962; Metcalfe 1969:77-78
LOVITT SIMPLE STAMPED - Hill and Metcalfe 1962:179-189; Metcalfe 1949:76-77
LULU LINEAR PUNCTATED - Quimby 1951:121; Phillips n.d.
LYNCH WARE, VAR. BOYD FLARED RIM - Freed 1934:

- M -

MCDONALD PLAIN - Jennings and Fairbanks 1940:6; Fairbanks 1956a:80
MCDRAW CORDMARKED - Proctor 1933:43-59; Schmitt and Bell 1954:17-25
MCGINNIS SMOOTHED - Proctor 1953: 13-59; Schmidt and Bell 1954: 25-30
MCGILL ISLAND BRUSHED - Heilich 1952: 28; Morrell 1965: 29, 32
MCGILL ISLAND ENGRAVED - Heilich 1952: 28; Morrell 1963: 28-29
MCGILL ISLAND FLAX - Morrell 1965: 28
MCGILL ISLAND SQUASHED - DeJarnette and Wimbly 1941: 82; Heilich 1952: 25
MCGILL ROCK PLAIN - Moyer-Cekez 1955: 190-191
MCKEOWN PLAIN - Haag 1939: 15; Griffin 1939; DeJarnette and Wimbly 1961: 92;
Haag 1942b: 518; Heilich 1952: 21
MCKINNEY PLAIN - Kriger 1946: Fig. 18; Suhm, Kriger and Jelks 1954: 318; Suhm and Jelks 1965: 97
MCELROY DOLL CHECK STAMPED -
MCELROY DOLL STAMPED - Wimbly 1933b: Wimbly 1960: 126-130
MCELROY ENGRAVED - Wimbly 1933b
MCELROY LINEAR CHECK STAMPED - Wimbly 1955
MCELROY LINEAR CHECK STamped, EARLY VARIETY - Wimbly 1960: 130-132
MCELROY LINEAR CHECK STAMPED, LATE VARIETY - Wimbly 1960: 177
MCELROY PLAIN - Wimbly 1933b: Wimbly 1960: 134-135
MCELROY SINGLE STAMPED - Wimbly 1933b
MCELROY SINGLE STAMPED, EARLY VARIETY - Wimbly 1960: 132-133
MCELROY SIMPLE STAMPED, LATE VARIETY - Wimbly 1960: 178
MCCOTT VARIETY, FRENCH FORK INCISED - Phillips n.d.
MCHAY BIRD - Wimbly 1960: 124-125
MCHAY DECORATED - Anderson 1961: 8
MCHAY FINISHED PILLET - Gunnerson 1952: 38
MCHAY FINISHED PILLET - Gunnerson 1952: 37
MCHAY PLAIN - Gunnerson 1952: 37; Ives 1955: 8-9; Anderson and Anderson 1960: 17;
Anderson 1961: 8
MCHAY ROLLER PILLET - Gunnerson 1952: 37; Ives 1955: 9-10; Anderson and Anderson 1960:
22; Anderson 1961: 9
MCHAY TOOL DECORATED - Gunnerson 1952: 38; Ives 1955: 10-11; Anderson and Anderson
1960: 18-20; Wood 1965: 102-103
MCHAY WARE - Ives 1955: 7; Anderson and Anderson 1960: 15-22; Anderson 1961: 8
MACHINE VARIETY, MARKEVILLE STAMPED - Phillips n.d.
MACEDONIA VARIETY, COLES CREEK INCISED - Phillips n.d.
MACRAE INCISED RIM - Wood 1965: 102
MACRAE PERFORATED RIM - Wood 1965: 101-102
MACRAE WARE - Wood 1965: 101
MACRAE BANGLE - McPherson 1965
MACRAE CORSO INCISED - McPherson 1965
MACRAE DECORATED - McPherson 1965
MACRAE UNDECORATED - McPherson 1965
MACRAE TRIGA5 LIE - McPherson 1965
MACROW CROSSED LANCE INCISED - Gutsche 1948
MACROY TIZIN - Jennings and Fairbanks 1940: 4; Fairbanks 1956a: 79-80
MADDOX BAND ENGRAVED - Webb 1948: 108-109 (same as Engraved)
MADDOX ENGRAVED - Webb 1948: 121-122 (same as MADDOX ENGRAVED)
MADDOX ENGRAVED, VAR. BAPTISTE - Phillips n.d.
MADDOX ENGRAVED, VAR. EMERALD - Phillips n.d.
MADDOX ENGRAVED, VAR. SOLDER CITY - Phillips n.d.
MADDOX FLAT CULTURED - Ford 1946: 84-85; Ford and Willey 1940: 58
MADDOX INCISED - Quilty 1942: 266
MADISON CROSSED LANCE INCISED - Bennett 1965: 80-85; Baerste 1953b: 12-13, 15; Logan 1957: 175-
183; Koelsch 1957: 218-221; Logan 1958: 175-189; Wittry 1959:
202; Hall 1962: 82-83 (included in LAKE MICHIGAN WARE by McKern
1930; 469-475 and EFFIGY MOUND WARE, (ibid., 466-467).

MADISON CORD IMPRINTED - Beaumier 1951:63 (name changed to MADISON CORD IMPRRESSED)


MADISONVILLE CORD MARKED - Griffin 1943a:346-347; Sloan 1959:60-63; Hanson 1963:224-225; combined with FOX FARM CORD MARKED and made a variety of the combined type MADISONVILLE-FOX FARM CORD MARKED

MADISONVILLE-FOX FARM CORD MARKED - Hanson 1966:77


MADISONVILLE PLAIN - Griffin 1943a:349; Sloan 1959:56-59; Hanson 1963:227-229; Hanson 1966:77,81


MAHONING INCISED - Mayer-Oakes 1953:193


MALCOLM INTERPRETED LINEAR - Fitting 1965:137

MALOON LINEAR CORDED - Fitting 1965:156-157

MANCHA CORDED - Quimby 1942:267; Quimby 1951:111; Ford 1951:86-87 (made a variety of MAZIQUE INCISED by Phillips)

MANDEVILLE PLAIN - Ford and Quimby 1945:62; Phillips n.d.

MANDEVILLE STAMPED - Ford and Quimby 1945:63-66; Phillips n.d.

MANDEVILLE STAMPED, VAR. MANDEVILLE - Phillips n.d.

MANTOTA CORDED - MacNeil 1958:157

MANTOTA HERRINGBONE - MacNeil 1958:158

MANTOTA HORIZONTAL - MacNeil 1958:159-160

MANTOTA INCISED - Shaw 1968:167; Shaw 1967:266

MANTOTA INCISED, VAR. BUTTERFLY - Shaw 1968; Knudson 1967:268-271

MANTOTA INCISED, VAR. MANZOTA - Shaw 1968; Knudson 1967:268-277


MARR COMPLICATED STAMPED - Adams (NR) 1949:58,62

MANN VARIETY, CROOKED RIVER - Adams (NR) 1969:63; McMichael 1960

MANNY STAMPED - Greeno 1957:117-117; Greeno 1964:45-47 (made a variety of MARKSVILLE STAMPED by Phillips)

MAPLES MILLS COLLARED - Schoenbeck 1946:39

MAPLES MILLS CORD DECORATED - Schoenbeck 1946:34

MAPLES MILLS CORD IMPRRESSED - Fowler 1953:219 (same as CANTON WARE)

MAPLES MILLS CORD DECORATED LIP - Schoenbeck 1946:38 (also referred to as MAPLES MILLS CORD DECORATED LIP)


MARANECK SPRING CORD MARKED - McMillan 1963:153 (name shortened to MARANECK CORD MARKED)

MARANECK SPRING PLAIN - McMillan 1963:153 (name shortened to MARANECK PLAIN)

MARCY CREEK CORD MARKED - Hanson 1968:221-226; Evans 1955:100 calls this STONY CREEK CORD MARKED

MARCY CREEK PLAIN - Hanson 1968:225; Evans 1953:55; Stephenson 1963:91

MARCY CREEK WARE - Stephenson 1963:89

MARION THICK - Helmen 1950:48; Griffin 1952a:97; Logan 1957:145; Logan 1958:142-144; Mason (C) 1964:158-160
MARESVILLE INCISED, VAR. GOOSE LAKE - Phillips n.d.
MARESVILLE INCISED, VAR. LEIST - Phillips n.d.
MARESVILLE INCISED, VAR. MARESVILLE - Phillips n.d.
MARESVILLE INCISED, VAR. SPARSHING POINT - Phillips n.d.
MARESVILLE INCISED, VAR. STEELE BAYOU - Phillips n.d.
MARESVILLE INCISED, VAR. YOKEMA - Phillips n.d. (formerly YOKEMA INCISED)
MARESVILLE PLAIN - Ford and Willey 1940:59-65; Wimberly 1960:115-118 (made a variety of BAT TOWN PLAIN by Phillips)
MARESVILLE RED FILMED - Ford and Willey 1940:82-83 (renamed CATAWBOULA VARIETY, CATAWBOULA ZONED RED by Phillips)
MARESVILLE RIM - Ford and Willey 1940:85-86 (not a type)
MARESVILLE STAMPED, VAR. BAYOU ROUGE - Phillips n.d.
MARESVILLE STAMPED, VAR. CROOKS - Phillips n.d. (formerly CROOKS STAMPED)
MARESVILLE STAMPED, VAR. MASON - Phillips n.d.
MARESVILLE STAMPED, VAR. MANNY - Phillips n.d. (formerly MANNY STAMPED)
MARESVILLE STAMPED, VAR. MARESVILLE - Phillips n.d.
MARESVILLE STAMPED, VAR. NEWCOM - Phillips n.d.
MARESVILLE STAMPED, VAR. TROTVILLE - Phillips n.d. (formerly TROTVILLE STAMPED)
MARSH ISLAND INCISED - Willey 1949a:466; Griffin (JW) 1950:106
MARTIN HORIZONTAL - Lent 1965:18
MASON PLAIN - McGregor 1952:74
MATECUMNE INCISED - Goggins 1944a; Goggins 1944b; Willey 1949b:79; Goggins and Sommer 1949:38
MATINECOCK POINT INCISED - Smith (GS) 1950:196 (tentative type)
MATINECOCK POINT STAMPED - Smith (GS) 1950:196
MATHIES INCISED, VAR. BECKWITH - Phillips n.d. (formerly BECKWITH INCISED)
MATHIES INCISED, VAR. MANLY - Phillips n.d. (formerly MANLY PUNCTATED)
MATHIES INCISED, VAR. MATFEWS - Phillips n.d.
MATHIES PLAIN - Walker and Adams 1946; Williams 1954:205-206
MAXY RIMMED REDWARE - Krieger 1946:185-190; Sohn, Krieger and Jels 1954:322; Proctor 1957:77; Sohn and Jels 1962:110
MAXY FLARED RIM - Hurt 1951:48; Hurt 1954
MAXYELLE INCISED - Krieger 1946:Fg.14; Sohn, Krieger and Jels 1954:124; Sohn and Jels 1962:103
MATURE DENTATE STAMPED - Wilson 1966:22-23
MATIQUE INCISED, VAR. KING'S POINT - Phillips n.d.
MATIQUE INCISED, VAR. MANGUM - Phillips n.d. (formerly MANGUM INCISED)
MATIQUE INCISED, VAR. MAZIQUE - Phillips n.d.
MEANS EMERGENT - Sohn, Krieger and Jels 1954:326; Sohn and Jels 1962:105
MECHARD PUNCTATED - Quimby 1951:114; Phillips n.d.
MECHARD PUNCTATED, VAR. MEDORA - Phillips n.d.
MECHARD PUNCTATED, VAR. MEDORA - Phillips n.d.
MECHARD PUNCTATED, VAR. MEDORA - Phillips n.d.
MEDORA PUNCTATED - Wheeler 1963:199-200
MELVILLE SCORRED - Wheeler 1963:201
MELVILLE SP-RIM WARES - Wheeler 1963:198-199
MELVILLE WARES - Wheeler 1963:200
MENARD PUNCTATED BANDED - 1945:69,80 (made a variety of OWENS PUNCTATED by Phillips)
MCGEE INCISED - Withnall and Kinsey 1959:51-56
MYER'S BARRED COLLAR - Mackeith 1952a:49
MYER'S STATION NOTCHED COLLAR - MacNeish 1952b:Fig. 20 (illustrated but not described)

-N-

NADY VARIETY, MISSISSIPPI PLAIN - Phillips n.d.
NANCE CONCAVE - mentioned by Kivett 1952b:113,116
NANCE FLANGED LIP - Grange 1962:138-140
NANCE FLARED DECORATED - Grange 1962:133-136
NANCE FLARED PLAIN - Grange 1962:129-133
NANCE PINCHED COLLAR - Kivett 1952b:117-119
NANCE PLAIN RIM - Kivett 1952b:110-113
NANCE STRAIGHT RIM DECORATED - Grange 1962:137-138
NANCE STRAIGHT RIM PLAIN - Grange 1962:136-137
NANCE THICKENED LIP - Grange 1962:140-141
NAPLES COMPLICATED STAMP - Holmes 1903; Kelly 1938:30-31; Jennings and Fairbanks 1940:8; Fairbanks 1946:96-107; Wauchop 1660:57-60
NAPLES DENTATE STAMPED - Quimby 1942b; Logan 1957:155-160
NAPLES OVOID STAMPED - Kistein 1951; Griffin 1952a:112; Logan 1957:161; McGregor 1958:214
NAPLES STAMPED - Griffin 1952a:107-110; Logan 1957:154-155; McGregor 1958:214; Logan 1958:153 (see also ENGLAND STAMPED, HEMMEL ROCKERED, and HEMMEL STAMPED)
NAPLES STAMPED, CORD WRAPPED STICK VARIATION - Logan 1957:156-160
NAPLES STAMPED, DENTATE VARIATION - Logan 1957:155-160
NAPLES STAMPED, OVOID STAMP VARIATION - Logan 1957:161
NAPLES STAMPED, STAMP SHOULDER VARIATION - Logan 1957:151-162
NAS CRUDE - McKusick 1956:14
NASH NECK BANDED - Krieger 1946:238-239; Bell and Ketrie 1951:Plate 10; Suhm, Krieger and Jelks 1954:332; Suhm and Jelks 1962:111
NASHVILLE NEGATIVE PAINTED, VARI. KINCAD - Phillips n.d. (formerly KINCAD NEGATIVE PAINTED)
NASHVILLE NEGATIVE PAINTED, VARI. SIKESTON - Phillips n.d. (formerly SIKESTON NEGATIVE PAINTED)
NATCHEZ INCISED - Jennings; Ford 1936:54-58; Quimby 1942:265; Quimby 1957:127-128 (made a variety of ELAND INCISED by Phillips)
NATCHITOCHES ENGRAVED - Webb 1943:63-64; Krieger 1946:Fig. 18; Suhm, Krieger and Jelks 1954:334; Suhm and Jelks 1962:113
NATCHITOCHES NEGATIVE MEANDER - Ford
NEILD INCISED - Webb 1963:161 (tentative type)
NEGUSO FRACTURATED - Freeman and Rock 1960:11-12; Freeman 1962:5; Wyckoff 1964:42
NEGUSO VARIETY, WOODWARD PLAIN - Freeman and Rock 1960:8
NET IMPRESSED WARE - Kelly 1938; (see HANKINS FABRIC MARKED)
OVERHILL COMPLICATED STAMPED - Lewis and Enderby 1946:105 (In formal description, part of this ware is listed as having grit temper. The grit-tempered material has been pulled out and named TUNALO COMPLICATED STAMPED)

OVERHILL SIMPLE STAMPED -
OVERBECK COMPLICATED INCISED - With who o.d. (same as OVERBECK INCISED)
OVERBECK INCISED - Cross 1956:133-156; Mason (KL) 1957:11; Lopez 1961b:19
OWASO CORDED COLLAR - Ritchie and MacNeish 1960:112, 114
OWASO HERRICKSTONE - Ritchie and MacNeish 1964:110-111
OWASO HORIZONTAL - MacNeish 1952b: Fig. 17 (Illustrated but not described)
OWASO CORDED HORIZONTAL - Ritchie and MacNeish 1949:111-112; Rumer et. al. 1967:475-476
OWASO CORDED OBLIQUE - Ritchie and MacNeish 1949:112; Rumer 1967:476-477
OWASO OBLIQUE - MacNeish 1952b: Fig. 17 (Illustrated but not described)
OWASO PLATTED - Ritchie and MacNeish 1949:111; Rumer et. al. 1967:477-478
OWESO PLAINED RIM WARE - Wood 1963b:233
OWESO TOOL IMPRESSED - Wheeler 1959:12; Wheeler 1963:201; Wood 1963b:233
OWNS INCISED, VAR. MENDAR - Phillips n.d.
OWNS INCISED, VAR. OMSUN - Phillips n.d.
OWL CREEK FINE CORD MARKED - Irwin and Irwin 1957:60
OWL CREEK ROUGH CORD MARKED - Irwin and Irwin 1957:60
OWSO INCISED - Phillips, Ford and Griffin 1951:97; Ford, Phillips and Haag 1955:91-92 (made a variety of ALLIGATOR INCISED by Phillips)
OZARK ZONES STAMPED - Jaerres 1953a

PAGE CORD MARKED - Mason, MacCord and Griffin 1944:405-406 (Considered to be a sub-type of the Bafford Pottery Series by Evans)
PAINSVILLE SIMPLE STAMPED - Eags 1942a:344; Griffin 1945b:220-246; Sloan 1959:22-34
PALATKA INCISED - Goggins 1953; Goggins 1964:199-200
PALATKA PLAIN - Goggins 1953: Goggins 1964:188-189
PAMACA OMINICATED STAMPED - Allen 1954
PANTHER CREEK VARIETY, OLD TOWN RED - Phillips n.d.
PAPPS SAVOY CIRCULAR INCISED - Willey 1949a:443
PAPPS SAVOY INCISED - Willey 1949a:443
PAPPS SAVOY PLAIN - Willey 1949a:442-443 (now called ST. JOHNS PLAIN)
PAPPS SAVOY INCISED - Willey 1949a:443; Goggins 1952:109
PARK PLAIN - Brown 1964
PARKER POGGODEN - Lee 1958:17-18
PARKHURST IMPRESSED STAMPED - Wheeler 1963:191-192
PARKHURST INCORRECTLY RIM WARE - Wheeler 1963:191
PARKIN INCISED, VAR. WILLISMALE - Phillips n.d.
PARKIN INCISED, VAR. FARKIN - Phillips n.d.
PARKIN INCISED, VAR. TRANSVESTICIA - Phillips n.d.
PASCO CREEK STAMPED - Goggins 1948:9; Willey 1949a:447; Goggins 1952:110
PASCO COMPLICATED STAMPED - Bulleen 1951:30 (used term loosely); Lazarus and Spence 1965:108
PASCO CORN MARKED - Lazarus and Spence 1962:107-108
PASCO INCISED - Bulleen and Bulleen 1950:35
PASCO INTERFINGED - Bulleen and Bulleen 1950:34-35
PASCO PLAIN - Goggia 1948:; Willey 1949a:446-447; Bulleen and Bulleen 1950:34; Goggia 1952:110
PASCO RED - Goggia 1948; Willey 1949a:447
PASCO SIMPLE STAMPED - "no such type"; R.P. Bulleen
PATTYS VARIETY, WOLLERTON HILL - FINISHED - Phillips n.d.
PATTON ENGRAVED - Krieger 1946:Fig.18; Suhr, Krieger and Jelks 1954:336; Suhr and Jelks 1962:117
PEDRO FUNCTATED - mentioned by Phillips, Ford and Griffin 1951:90
PED DE CHECK STAMPED - Coe n.d.
PED DEE CORD MARKER - Coe n.d.
PED DEE COMPLICATED STAMPED - Coe n.d.
PED DEE PLAIN - Coe n.d.
PED DEE SIMPLE STAMPED - Coe n.d.
PED DEE SERIES - briefly described in Coe 1952:309
PELICAN LAKE WARE - MacNeish 1958:174
PHELINGTON FUNCTATED-INCISED - Newell 1941; Krieger 1946:Fig.19; Newell and Krieger 1949;104-108; Ford 1951:83-85; Suhr, Krieger and Jelks 1954:340; Suhr and Jelks 1962:121
PERSACOLA FUNCTATED - Lazarus 1961:561; Stacy 1965:78-79
PERSACOLA COMPLICATED STAMPED - Stacy 1965:78 (tentative type)
PERSACOLA CORN MARKED - Stacy 1965:79 (tentative type)
PERSACOLA INCISED - Willey 1949a:466; Wimberly 1960:181-183
PERSACOLA MISSION RED - Lazarus 1967
PERSACOLA PLAIN - Willey 1949a:463-464; Wimberly 1960:179-181
PERSACOLA RED - Willey 1949a:466; Wimberly 1965:183
PERSACOLA THREE LINE INCISED - Willey 1949a:466
PERCY CREEK VARITY, BAYTOWN PLAIN - Phillips n.d.
PERICO INCISED - Willey 1949a:365
PERICO LINEAR FUNCTATED - Willey 1949a:365
PERICO PLAIN - Willey 1949a:364-365
PERICO FUNCTATED - Hall 1962:175-177
PETTERHILL INCISED -
PETERS CORDMARKED - Pruefer
PETES PLAIN - Pruefer
PHILIPS INCISED - Keener 1965:26
PHILLIPS FUNCTATED
PICKWICK COMPLICATED STAMPED - Haag 1939:14; DeJarnette and Wimberly 1941:97; Heimlich 1952:18
PICKWICK SIMPLE STAMPED - Haag 1939:3; Haag 1942b:514; Heimlich 1952:9 (name changed to WHEELER SIMPLE STAMPED)
PICKWICK SIMPLE STAMPED - Kelly and Weitsel 1961:39
PIECHNICK CORD MARKED - Witcoff 1950:11
PIECHNICK INCISED - Willey 1949a:391-392
PIEK PLAIN - Epstein 1951; McGregor 1958:220
PINELLAS INCISED - Willey 1949a:482; Griffin (JW) 1950:104
PINELLAS PLAIN - Willey 1949a:482
PINELLAS RANDOM Punctate
PINEGROVE CORN IMPRESSED - Wheeler 1963:194
PINEGROVE DENTATE STAMPED - Wheeler 1963:197
PINEGROVE WEDGE RIM WARE - Wheeler 1963:195-196
PINAHU CAMBRIA C WARE - Ives 1962:12
PINAHU SHELL - Neimlich 1952:22
PINAHU CHECK STAMPED - Spaulding 1956: ; Mulloy 1952:
PINAHU SIMPLE STAMPED or GROOVED PAGES - Spaulding 1956: ; Mulloy 1952:
PLAQUEMINE PINCHED - Grogan 1950c:230
PLAQUEMINE BRUSHED, VAR. GRACE - Phillips n.d.
PLAQUEMINE BRUSHED, VAR. PLAQUEMINE - Phillips n.d.
PLAQUEMINE BRUSHED, VAR. POGANOWIA - Phillips n.d.
PLATIN CLAY TEMPERED - Adams (DHC) 1941:159 (name changed to KORANDO CORN MARKED)
POGANOWIA PINCHED - Ford and Willey 1950:51 (variety of WILKINSON FINGERMIST STOPPED; see also PARKIN STOPPED and FOGKEY PINCHED; WILKINSON STOPPED made a variety of EVANSVILLE STOPPED by Phillips)
POGANOWIA PLAIN - Grimesy 1942:266 (made a variety of MISSISSIPPI PLAIN by Phillips)
POGANOWIA STOPPED - Quimby 1942:266; Phillips n.d.
POGANOWIA STOPPED, VAR. POGANOWIA - Phillips n.d.
POINTE PENINSULA DENTATE - Ritchie and MacNish 1949:102
POINTE PENINSULA DENTATE - same as VENTUZ DENTATE
POINTE PENINSULA PLAIN - Ritchie and MacNish 1949:103
POINTE PENINSULA ROCKERS STAMPED - Ritchie and MacNish 1949:102-103
POINTE SAUBLE COLLARED - Merrel and Freeman 1948:35-54
POINTE WASHINGTON INCISED - Willey 1949a:463
POWSEE TYPICAL - MacNish 1952b:Fig. 20 (Illustrated but not described)
POWKECHUNK CHECK STOPPED, VAR. POWKECHUNK - Phillips n.d.
POWKECHUNK CORN STOPPED - Epstein 1951:1; McGregor 1958:213
POWKECHUNK ROCKERS - Epstein 1951:1; McGregor 1958:193-215
POWKECHUNK STOPPED - Epstein 1951:1; McGregor 1958:216
POWKECHUNK WARE - Wood 1963a:30-33
POWKECHUNK'S CREEK IMPRESSED - Holms 1903:153-155; Stephenson 1963:94-96
POWKECHUNK'S CREEK WARE - Stephenson 1963:91-96
PORTER BAYOU VAQUERI, WILKINSON CREEK PLAIN - Phillips n.d.
PORTER HOPEWELLIAN SERIES - See Wimerley 1960 (ALLIGATION BAYOU STAMPED, BASIN BAYOU STAMPED, CHEROKEE STOPPED, CROKES STAMPED, FRIEMLIN PLAIN, MARESVILLE INCISED, MARESVILLE PLAIN, MARSE- VILLE STOPPED, PORTER ZONE INCISED, KANE KORA STOPPED, ETC.)
PORTER ZONE INCISED - Wimerley 1960:98-101
POTOMAC CREEK WARE - Brown 1964:
POTOMAC CREEK CORN IMPRESSED - Manson, MacDord and Griffin 1944:406-409; Schmitt 1952:63; Stephenson 1963:115-113; Schmitt 1965:16-11
POTOMAC CREEK PLAIN - Stephenson 1963:119-120
POTOMAC CREEK SAND TEMPERED - Blaker 1951:3-9; Schmitt 1965:11
POTOMAC CREEK WARE - Holms 1903:1; Stephenson 1963:113-114
POTOMAC WARE WARE - INGROVED AND KNOBBERED - Evans 1955:51-52
POTTS CORD WRAPPED DOGZL - Evans 1955:48-49
POTTS NET IMPRESSED AND ROUGHENED - Evans 1955:46-47
POTTS SCARIFIED - Evans 1955:48
POTTS PINCHED - Phillips, Ford and Griffin 1951:114 (discarded type)
POTTS RIDGE-PINCHED - Phillips n.d.
POTTS RIDGE-PINCHED, VAR. POTTNS - Phillips n.d.
POUND BLANK - MacNeish 1952a:15
POUND NOTCHED - MacNeish 1952a:14
POWELL PLAIN - Griffin 1949:49-51; Knudson 1967:253-256
POWELL POLISHED PLAIN - Griffin 1941:9 (name changed to POWELL PLAIN)
POWDER ENGRAVED - Krueger 1946:205; Suhm, Krieger and Jenks 1954:342;
Suhm and Jenks 1962:123
PRAIRIE CORD MARKED - Goggia 1948:3; Willey 1949a:494-495; Goggia 1952:109
PRINCE GEORGES CORD MARKED - Evans 1955:62-63
Prince Georges FABRIC IMPRESSED - Evans 1955:62-63
PRINCE GEORGES FLAT - Evans 1955:63
PRINCE GEORGS SCARFED - Evans 1955:64
PRINCE GEORGS SIMPLE STAMPED - Evans 1955:64
PROSPECT RED FILMED - Heilich 1952:19
PROUT CORD MARKED - Barr n.d.
FULCHER CORD MARKED - Titterington 1938: (as implied by Blake 1955)
FULCHER PLAIN - Titterington 1938: (as implied by Blake 1955)

- Q -

QUAPAROMA RED AND WHITZ - Phillips n.d.
QUAPAROMA RED AND WHITZ, VAR. QUAPAROMA - Phillips n.d.

- R -

RADFORD CORD MARKED - Evans 1955:67
RADFORD FABRIC MARKED - Evans 1955:68
RADFORD KNOT ROUGHENED AND NET IMPREGGATED - Evans 1955:64-66
RADFORD PLAIN - Evans 1955:68-69
RAMEY INCISED - Griffin 1949:51
RANCH INCISED - Phillips, Ford and Griffin 1951:119; Chapman and Anderson
1955:36 (Phillips suggests that this be discontinued as a type)
RANDALL INCISED - Hurt 1952:69
RANSOM CORD IMPRESSED - Wood 1955:6-7; Wheeler 1963:201
RANSOM CORD WRAPPED STICK - Wood 1955:6; Wheeler 1963:202
RANSOM PLAIN - Wood 1955:7
RANSOM TOOL IMPRESSED - Wood 1955:7
RANSOM WEDGE PET WARE - Wood 1955:4-6
RAFFAHANNOCK CORDED HORIZONTAL - Blaker 1950:11
RAFFAHANNOCK FABRIC IMPRESSED - Bushnell 1937: ; Blaker 1950:11; Lopez
1961b:10; Stephenson 1963:110-112;
Schmitt 1965:11
RAFFAHANNOCK HERRINGBONE - Blaker 1950:11
RAFFAHANNOCK INCISED - Bushnell 1937: ; Stewart 1939: ; Blaker 1950:11;
Lopez 1961b:10,12; Stephenson 1963:112-113
RAPPAHANNOCK INVISIBLE BAND - Blaker 1950:11
RAPPAHANNOCK - see also TOWNESEND WARE
RATMEND CORD MARKED - Maxwell 1951:278-279
REEVED VARIETY, BOTTOM PLAIN - Phillips n.d.
REEVED VARIETY, WOODWARD PLAIN - Freeman and Buck 1960:9
REEVE HORIZONTAL - Fitting 1964:162
REEVE OPPOSED - Fitting 1964:164
RENNER CORD MARKED - Wedel 1943:30-32; Rodel and Howard 1957:62
RENNER CROSS HATCHED RIM - Rodel and Howard 1957:64-66
RENNER PLAIN - Rodel and Howard 1957:61-62
RENNER ROCKER STAMPED RIM - Wedel 1943:32-33; Rodel and Howard 1957:66
RENNER SMOOTHED - Wedel 1943:32; Rodel and Howard 1957:64
RENNER ZONED STAMPED - Rodel and Howard 1957:68
RHINELANDER FURTHER CINCICilated - Ford and Willey 1939b:6; Ford 1951:83-85 (made a variety of EVANSVILLE FURTHER CINCICilated by Phillips)
RHODES INCISED, VAR. HORN LAKE - Phillips n.d.
RHODES INCISED, VAR. RHODES - Phillips n.d.
RHODES DIAGONAL - MacNeish 1952a:74; Lenig 1965:8; Pratt 1966
RHODES INCISED - MacNeish 1952a:31; Guthrie 1958:61; Pratt 1960:106-107; Pratt 1966
RHODES MILLER INCISED - MacNeish 1952b:Fig.20 (Illustrated but not described)
RIDGE PLAIN - Jennings 1941:170
RIGGINS CORD WOUND STICK IMPRESSED - Cross 1941:
RIGGINS CORD WOUND STICK WARE - Bruce 1947:4
RIGGINS FABRIC IMPRESSED - McCann 1950:315; Cross 1956:150-151; Mason (RJ) 1957:11; Loper 1961b:21
RIGGINS INTERIOR FABRIC IMPRESSED - Mason (RJ) 1957:11
RIGGINS PLAIN - McCann 1950:315-316
RIGGS CROSS HATCHED RIM - Wood and Woolworth 1964:19; Lehner 1966:30 (type has been discredited and made a variant of the type RIGGS INCISED RIM)
RIGGS DECORATED LIP - Lehner 1966:29; Wood 1967:65
RIGGS FLARED RIM - Hart 1953a:25
RIGGS INCISED - Hart 1953a:27
RIGGS INCISED RIM - Wood and Woolworth 1964:19-20; Lehner 1966:30 (now included with RIGGS INCISED)
RIGGS PINCHED RIM - Wood and Woolworth 1964:20; Lehner 1966:30 (same changed to RIGGS PINCHED)
RIGGS PLAIN - Hart 1953a:28; Lehner 1966:29; Wood 1967:64-65
RIGGS PLAIN RIM - Wood and Woolworth 1964:16-19 (divided into RIGGS PLAIN and RIGGS DECORATED LIP)
RIGGS PUNCTATED - Hart 1953a:28; Lehner 1966:30; Caldwell (WJ) 1966:53; Wood 1967:
RIGGS S-SHAPED RIM - Hart 1953a:26
RIGGS STRAIGHT RIM - Hart 1953a:22
RIGGS WARE - Hart 1953a:22-29; Wood and Woolworth 1964:16-20; Wood 1967:64
RIGGS WAVE RIM - mentioned by Wood and Woolworth 1964:34
RIGGS CORD BOUGHED - Wedel (WR) 1959:181-184
RILEY CORD BOUGHED, ROOT SIZE VARIETY - Wittry 1962:27-29
RIPPLE COLLARED - MacNeish 1952a:26, Guthrie 1958:61; Ridley 1961:41
RIPPLE CORD MARKED - MacNeish 1952b:Fig.20 (Illustrated but not described)
RIPPLE COILMARK - MacNeish 1952a:24; Guthrie 1958:61
RIPPLE ENGRAVED - Kriebel 1946:Fig.18; Suh, Krieger and Jeiks 1954:346; Suh and Jeiks 1962:127
RIPLEY PLAIN - MacNeish 1952a:25; Guthe 1958:62; Wright 1964:251; Fratt 1966
RIPLEY PLAIN COLLAR - MacNeish 1952b:Fig. 20 (illustrated but not described)
RIPLEY TRIANGULAR - MacNeish 1952a:27; Guthe 1958:62
RIPLEY-WILSON COLLARED - Fratt 1956
RIPLEY-WILK TRIANGULAR - Fratt 1966
RIVANNA S. RAPED - Evans 1955:74-75
RIVIERE COMPLICATED CORD IMPRESSED - Guthe 1948
RIVIERE LONGED - Zeh 1945
RIVIERE WARE - see VALE CORDED, VALE KROSATE, VALE TOOL IMPRESSED, MALCOMB
          LINCOLN; and SPRINGWELLS NOT IMPRESSED
ROANOKE SIMPLE STAMPED - Blake 1952:257; Evans 1955:47
ROCK CREEK BRUSHED - Kasel 1949:1-66; Bell and Baezren 1951:92-93
ROCK CREEK PLAIN - Kasel 1949:1-66
ROCKPORT BLACK ON GRAY - Suhm, Krieger and Jelks 1954:382-384; Suhm and
          Jelks 1962:131; Campbell 1962:332
ROCKPORT INCISED - Suhm, Krieger and Jelks 1954:385; Suhm and Jelks 1962:
          133; Campbell 1962:332
ROCKPORT PLAIN - Suhm, Krieger and Jelks 1954:385; Suhm and Jelks 1962:
          133; Campbell 1962:332
ROEBUCK LOW COLLAR - MacNeish 1952a:61; Fratt 1966
ROEBUCK PUNCTATED - MacNeish 1952b:Fig. 20 (illustrated but not described)
ROOD'S INCISED - Caldwell (28) 1955b:37
ROOT SITE VARIETY, RILEY CORDED ROUNDOFFED - Witty 1962:27-29
ROUSLY GUIT - Adams (Ohio) 1961:157-158
ROSS RIVER CORD MARKED - Schwartz and Sloan 1958:8-9; Sloan 1959:37-39
ROSS RIVER PLAIN - Schwartz and Sloan 1958:8; Sloan 1959:35-36
ROSS RIVER SIMPLE STAMPED - Schwartz and Sloan 1958:8
RUDDER BLACK PAINTED - Heitlich 1952:15
RUDDER CORD INCISED - Heitlich 1952:14
RUDDER CORD MARKED - Heitlich 1952:12
RUDDER INCISED - Heitlich 1952:14
RUSKIN DENATURED STAMPED - Willey 1949a:441-442
RUSKIN LINEAR PUNCTATED - Willey 1949a:442
RUSSELL PLAIN AIM - Mohott 1959
RUSSELL WARE - Mohott 1959
RYCH RAINBOW CORDED - Tolstoy 1950; Harc 1957:42-43; Caldwell (NW) 1966:
          46-49; Wood 1967; (included with LE BEAU CORDED IMPRESSED
          by Wood)
          - S -
SACKETT CORDED - Lenig 1965:6
SAFETY HARBOUR INCISED - Willey and Woodbury 1942:244-245; Willey 1949a:
          479-482; Griffin (JW) 1950:104
SAFETY HARBOUR WARE - Sterling 1936:354
SANGERMAN SHELL TEMPERED - Guthe 1948:37
ST. ANDREWS COMPLICATED STAMPED, EARLY VARIETY - Willey 1949a:385-386;
          Wimbly 1960:121-122
ST. ANDREWS COMPLICATED STAMPED, LATE VARIETY - Willey 1949a:436
ST. CATHERINES VARIETY, BEL PLAIN - Phillips n.d.
ST. CLAIR PLAIN - mentioned by Moorehead 1929, but not named; Titterington
          1938; Griffin 1949:54-35 (formerly called
SHELL BRAKE VARIETY, TUBE-FUNCTIE STAMPED - Phillips n.d.

SHELL-HEAP WAX OF POPES CREEK - Holmes 1963:133-135 (see POPES CREEK MET IMPRESSED)

SHELLWOOD CORD IMPRESSED - Phillips n.d.

SHELLWOOD CORD IMPRESSED, VAR. SHELLWOOD - Phillips n.d.

SHEK'S FERRY CORDMARKED - Witchoff and Farver 1951:16-19; Heisey and Witmer 1964: 29-76 (divided into three sub-types by Heisey and Witmer: COLLARLESS, PLAIN, AND PADDLE EDGE IMPRESSED)

SHEK'S FERRY INCISED - Witchoff and Farver 1951:19-21; Heisey and Witmer 1964: 28-29 (divided into two sub-types by Heisey and Witmer: SIMPLE INCISED, MULTIPLE BANDED, AND COMPLEX INCISED)

SHEPARD CORD MARKED - Blaker n.d.; Schmitt 1952:8; Schmitt 1965:12 (term no longer used; type included in ALBEMARLE CORDMARKED - Evans 1955:122)

SHOREWOOD CORD BONDED - Baerreis 1952.

SICILY ISLAND INCISED - John Belmont (according to Belmont this is the new name for FRENCH FORD INCISED, but others disagree and suggest that SICILY ISLAND is only a variety of FRENCH FORD INCISED)

SICK INCISED - Lacy 1959, 84

SIDLEY CROSSED - MacNeil 1952a:10; Pracht 1966

SIDLEY NOTCHED - MacNeil 1952a:10; Pracht 1966

SIXESTOWN NEGATIVE PAINTED - Phillips 1939:643-644; Phillips, Ford and Griffin 1951:176-177 (made a variety of NASHVILLE NEGATIVE PAINTED by Phillips)

SILVER CREEK VARIETY, LAXTO RED - Phillips n.d.

SILVER CREEK VARIETY, MESSAGE ENGRAVED - Phillips n.d.


SISTER CREEKS PUNCTUATED - Griffin 1958a:100-101

SIXES PLAIN - Sears 1958:194

SMITH CREEK VARIETY, MULBERRY CORD MARKED - Phillips n.d.

SMITHFIELD INCISED - SMITHPORT INCISED-PUNCTUATED - Webb and Dodd 1941:103; mentioned by Phillips, Ford and Griffin 1951:90

SMITHPORT PLAIN - Webb and Dodd 1941:103-104; Suah, Krieger and Jelks 1954:377; Webb 1956:139; Suah and Jelks 1962:105

SMITHSONIA ZONE STAMPED - Haag 1939:8; Haag 1942:315

SHELL DENTATE STAMPED - Ritchie 1951; Ritchie, Lentz and Miller 1953:21

SHELL INCISED - Ritchie 1951; Ritchie, Lentz and Miller 1953:20-21

SHELL INCISED FLATTED - Ritchie 1951; Ritchie, Lentz and Miller 1953:21

SHELL INTERRUPTED LINEAR - Ritchie 1951; Ritchie, Lentz and Miller 1953:19-20

SINDERS CORD YABED - Strumver 1963:

SONG BANDED DENTATE - Johnson 1959:22

SPFG ZONED DENTATE - Johnson 1959:23

SOUTH APPALACHIAN WAX - Holmes 1935:103-138 (see LAMAR CONFLICATED STAMPED)

SOUTH BEND VARIETY, JUDSON COMPOSITE - Shoup 1956; Kudnos 1967:250-259

SPANISH FORD VARIETY, MARESVILLE INCISED - Phillips n.d.

SPARTA DENTATE - MacNeil 1952a:45

SPEARS SIMPLE STAMPED - Griffin (NW) n.d.; Goggins 1952:105

SPIKER BAYOU VARIETY, INDIAN BAY STAMPED - Phillips n.d.

SPINO ENGRAVED - Baerreis 1954:39; Suah, Krieger and Jelks 1954:358; Suah and Jelks 1962:147 (same as SPINO FINE ENGRAVED)

SPIRO FINE ENGRAVED - Krieger 1946:Fig.19; Newell and Krieger 1949:137, 199-201

SPIRO FINE INCISED - according to Jelks 1962:28,30, same as NOLLY FINE ENGRAVED

SPIRO PLAIN - mentioned by Ott 1952:256
TAYLOR ENGRAVED - Webb and Dodd 1941:90-95 (sub-type of BELCHER ENGRAVED); Krieger 1946:230,232,236; Webb 1948:109-110; Suh, Krieger and Jewis 1954:360; Suh and Jewis 1962:149

TCHIFUNDE INCISED - Ford and Quimby 1945:52-54; Phillips, Ford and Griffin 1951:70; Winemiller 1960:77-87; Phillips n.d.

TCHIFUNDE INCISED, VAR. TCHIFUNDE - Phillips n.d.

TCHIFUNDE PLAIN - Ford and Quimby 1945:52-54; Phillips, Ford and Griffin 1951:70; Winemiller 1960:77-87; Phillips n.d.

TCHIFUNDE PLAIN, VAR. TCHIFUNDE - Phillips n.d. (as described by Ford and Quimby)

TCHIFUNDE RED FILMED - Ford and Quimby 1945:54-56; Phillips n.d.

TCHIFUNDE RED, VAR. TCHIFUNDE - Phillips n.d. (as described by Ford and Quimby except the word FILMED was dropped)

TCHIFUNDE STAMPED - Ford and Quimby 1945:56-57; Phillips, Ford and Griffin 1951:72; Winemiller 1960:76-77; Phillips n.d.

TCHIFUNDE STAMPED, VAR. TCHIFUNDE - Phillips n.d. (as described by Ford and Quimby)

TCHIFUNDE STAMPED, VAR. SHELL BRAKE - Phillips n.d. (as described by Ford, Phillips and Haag 1955:70)

TEN MILE INCISED - Lewis and Koenberg (undescribed variant of DALLAS DECORATED; 1 like MIKEE ISLAND INCISED)

TENETZ VARIETY, LAKE MOKONKE INCISED - Phillips n.d.

TENSAW PLAIN - Trickey

TENSAW CREEK PLAIN - Chase 1966:98

TENSAW CREEK STAMPED - Chase 1966:99

THOMAS PLAIN - Phillips, Ford and Griffin 1951:141 (made a variety of BAYTOWN PLAIN by Phillips)

THOMAS SIMPLE STAMPED - Willey 1949a:438-440; Willey 1949b:99; Goggins 1952:105

THOMSON INCISED - named by Lewis and Koenberg (LIKE MOONVILLE INCISED)

THOMSON CHECK STAMPED - mentioned by Lewis and Koenberg 1946;

THOM'S CREEK INCISED - Griffin 1945:467; Waddell 1963:3

THORNTON VARIETY, CHERAPA INCISED - Phillips n.d.

TREX RVERS PLAIN - Trickey

TROUG'S NECK SIMPLE STAMPED - Smith (CS) 1950;

TURKTON FIGURED - Mackeith 1952b:Fig.20 (Illustrated but not described)

TURKTON HORIZONTAL - Mackeith 1952a:66; Lenig 1955:8; Pratt 1966

TICK ISLAND INCISED - Griffin 1965a: (same as ORANGE INCISED by Sears and Griffin 1950a:8-1)

TIPPEETS BEAN POT - Griffin 1949:57-58

TIPPEETS RED FILMED INCISED - Bennet 1965 (see TIPPEETS BEAN POT)

TIRSO MUNDO CORD MARKED - Jennings 1941:200-201; Cotter 1950:29; Cotter and Corbett 1951:19

TIRSO MUNDO PLAIN - Jennings 1941:201; Cotter 1950:26,29; Cotter and Corbett 1951:19

TODD VARIETY, BARTON INCISED - Phillips n.d.

TOLE FABRIC IMPRESSED - Clay 1963:264-268

TONDA PLAIN - Griffin and Smith 1941:349

TOVALIGA HARD TAN - Wauchope 1966:91

TOVALIGA ZOMBD RED AND GRAY - Wauchope 1966:91

TOWNSEND CORD IMPRESSED - Blaker 1950:11

TOWNSEND CORDED HORIZONTAL - Lopez 1961b:12 (same as TOWNSEND CORD IMPRESSED)

TOWNSEND HURLINGMONE - Blaker 1951:11; Lopez 1961b:12,14

TOWNSEND INCISED - Lopez 1961b:12

TOWNSEND INCISED BAND - Blaker 1950:11 (same as TOWNSEND INCISED)

TOWNSEND WARE - Blaker 1950:11; Lopez 1961b:5-17; Stephenson 1963:109-110

(see also RAPPANHANNACK FABRIC IMPRESSED and RAPPANHANNACK INCISED)
TRANSLVANIA VARIETY, PARKIN PUNCTATED - Phillips n.d.
TROYVILLE INCISED - Ford and Willey 1960:79 (name changed to YOKENA INCISED which was a variety of MARKSVILLE INCISED by Phillips)
TROYVILLE PLAIN - Ford and Willey 1959a:3; Ford 1951:67-68 (made a variety of BAYTOWN PLAIN by Phillips)
TROYVILLE STAMPED - Ford and Willey 1939a:4; Dickinson and Lemley 1939:173-175; Ford 1951:69-50; Wimberly 1960:118-119; Greeno 1964:47-50 (made a variety of MARKSVILLE STAMPED by Phillips)
TROYVILLE PLAIN RIM - Newman 1960:79-81
TULAGU OXIDIZED STAMPED - Tennessee type formerly included with OVERHILL OXIDIZED STAMPED
TULALO INCISED -
TULAGU: SIMPLE STAMPED -
TUCECIA WARE - Ford 1936:107,110,117,140; Lemley and Dickinson 1937:
TURBOW INCISED -
TURBOW PUNCTUATED INCISED -
TURBOW SIMPLE STAMPED - Prufer 1963:24-25
TUTTLE HILL WASHED - Fitting 1964:162
TWELVE HILL BLACK ON GRAY - Bart 1953:28; Bart 1954
TWELVE HILL RIMMED RIM - Bart 1954
TWELVE HILL RED FILMED - Bart 1954
TWIN LAKES FABRIC IMPRESSED - Phillips, Ford and Griffin 1951:114
TWIN LAKES PUNCTATED - Phillips, Ford and Griffin 1951:76; Phillips n.d.
TWIN LAKES PUNCTATED, VAR. CROWDER - Phillips n.d. (formerly CROWDER PUNCTATED)
TWIN LAKES PUNCTATED, VAR. TWIN LAKES - Phillips n.d.
TYROZA PUNCTATED, VAR. TYROZA - Phillips n.d.

- U -
UPADYO PLAIN - Chase
UPPER REPUBLICAN WARE - Chase 1946:111-115
URREN CORDED - MacNeish 1952a:19; Sather 1958:63
URREN DEMATED - MacNeish 1952a:20
URREN LINEAR - MacNeish 1952b:Fig.20 (illustrated but not described)
URREN NODRED - Mac Neish 1952a:18
UNMARKE IMPRESSED - Joffre L. Coe
UNMARKED RIMMED RIM - Coe 1964:32 (not described)
UNMARKED SERIES - Lewis 1953:9

- V -
VADEH PLAIN - Kessell 1949
VALLEY PARK VARIETY, MATTROW PLAIN - Phillips n.d.
VAN CORCOURT STAMPED - Sitten 1909:113; Smith (Ga) 1950:191; Lopez 1958:132-133; Reaser 1964:7
VARNON RED, VAR. VARNON - Phillips n.d.
VARNON RED JAR - Marshall 1965
VARNON RED SALT PAN - Marshall 1965:114
VASE COUDER - Fitting 1965:153
VASE DEMATED - Fitting 1965:154-155
VASE DENTATE STAMPED - Gutsche 1948;
VASE TOOL DEEPENED - Fitting 1965:155
VERNON PAUL APPLIQUE - Phillips, Ford and Griffin 1951:120; Chapman and Anderson 1953:60; Phillips n.d.
VERNON PAUL APPLIQUE, VAR. - Vernon Park Phillips, n.d.
VICKSBURG VARIETY, BITE-MOUTH PLAIN - Phillips n.d.
VICTORY BROKEN - Griffin 1954:114
VINE LEAF - Coe 1966:101-102
VINE TOOT DEEPENED - Coe 1966:102
VINE STUMP - Ritchie and MacNeish 1949:100; Keeser 1964:15
VINESTEEL T BAR MARKED - Coe 1966:102
VINESTEEL TRIDENT - Ritchie and MacNeish 1949:100-102
VINESTEEL TRIDENT MARKED - Smith (GB) 1950:195-196; Pope 1953:3-4; Lopez 1957:23-32
VINESTEEL TRUE SCAFFOLD - MacNeish 1957b:Fig. 17 (Illustrated but not described)
VINING SIMPLE STAMPED - Kelly 1938:31 (Name changed to ROSY OAK SIMPLE STAMP)

W -

WABASH BAR STAMPED - Neumann and Fowler 1952:238
WABASH CHECK STAMPED - Beeson
WABASH DENTATE STAMPED - Neumann and Fowler 1952:238
WABASH GROOVED PADLE - Beeson
WABASH HOOKED - Neumann and Fowler 1952:238
WABASH HOOKED INCISED - Neumann and Fowler 1952:238
WACISSA CROSS SIMPLE STAMPED - Smith (RG) 1957:107 (Name changed to DEPTFORD CROSS STAMPED by Phelps)
WADDELL VARIETY, COLES CREEK INCISED - Phillips n.d.
WAGNER INCISED - MacNeish 1952a:75; Pratt 1960:107
WAGNER BOLLON INCISED - Illustrated in MacNeish 1952b:Fig. 20
WAGNER-SYRACUSE INCISED - Pratt 1966
WAHOMA CROSS STAMPED - Willey and Woodbury 1942:263-264; Willey 1949a:437-438; Goggin 1952b:107; Wimberly 1960:147-151
WALLACE INCISED - Phillips, Ford and Griffin 1951:134; Phillips n.d.
WALLACE INCISED, VAR. WALLACE - Phillips n.d.
WALLS EMBOSSED, VAR. HULL - Phillips n.d. (Formerly Hull Engraved)
WALNUT NOUGHETED - Jennings and Fairbanks 1940:10
WARE CORD MARKED - McCann 1950:316-317
WARE PLAIN - McCann 1950:317
WARENECK PLAIN - Binford 1965:83
WARMINSTER CROSSED - MacNeish 1952a:32; Gutsche 1958:63; Pratt 1966
WARMINSTER CROSSMATCHED - MacNeish 1952b:Fig. 20 (Illustrated but not described)
WARMINSTER HORIZONTAL - MacNeish 1952a:36
WARMINSTER OBVIOUS - MacNeish 1952b:Fig. 20 (Illustrated but not described)
WARMINSTER-ONTARIO HORIZONTAL - Pratt 1956
WARMINSTER-ONTARIO-OMFAK - MacNeish 1952b:Fig. 20 (Illustrated but not described)
WARRIOR PLAIN - DeJarnette and Wimberly 1941:82-83; McKenzie 1965:95-56
WASHA CANADA IMPRESSED - Kehoe (AB) 1964:
WASHA CANADA, KEHOE (AB) 1959:240-251
WASHA CANADA, FRANCOIS VARIETY - Kehoe (AB) 1964:
WASHINGTON BORD INCISED - Witchoft and Kinsey 1959;78-86
WASHINGTON BORD INCISED, COMPLEX BANDED - Witchoft and Kinsey 1959;93,96
WASHINGTON BORD INCISED, MULTIPLE BANDED - Witchoft and Kinsey 1959;96
WASHINGTON BORD INCISED, SIMPLE BANDED - Witchoft and Kinsey 1959;96
WASHINGTON STERVITT TEMPERED - Witchoft 1950;11 (same as MARCY CREEK PLAIN)
WASP LAKE CARD MARKED - mentioned by Williams 1966;15
WATERMELO-ISLAND SEED JAR - Hodges 1945;108
WATSON CARD MARKED - Mayer-Oakes 1955;193-195; Dragoon 1955;106-107; Dragoon 1956; 64-65; Hanson 1963;234-235; Hanson 1966;81
WATSON INCISED - Mayer-Oakes 1955;196
WATSON FLAIN - Mayer-Oakes 1955;195-196; Dragoon 1955;107-108; Dragoon 1956;65; Hanson 1963;238-239; Hanson 1965;152-155
WATTS BAR CARD MARKED - Lewis and Kneberg 1941;33; Lewis and Kneberg 1957;7
WATTS BAR FLAIN MARKED - Lewis and Kneberg 1941;33; Lewis and Kneberg 1957;7
WATTS BAR PLAIN - Lewis and Kneberg 1941;33
WATTS CARD MARKED - Lewis and Kneberg 1941;33
WATTS CARD MARKED - Brose 1966;9 (variant of WAYNE CARD MARKED)
WAYNE CARD MARKED - Fitting 1965;158-159
WAYNE CORDIFIED - Brose 1966;9 (variant of WAYNE CARD MARKED)
WAYNE CROSS HATCHED - WAYNE FINISATED - Brose 1966;9 (variant of WAYNE CARD MARKED)
WAYNE FINISATED - Brose 1966;18 (variant of WAYNE CARD MARKED)
WAYNE TEXTILE MARKED - Brose 1966;18-19
WEAVER BURNISHED - Epstein 1951;21; McGregor 1958;219
WEAVER CARD MARKED - Griffin 1952a;121-122; Fowler 1955;218; Logan 1957;165-168
WEAVER FLAIN - Epstein 1951;21; Griffin 1952a;121-122; McGregor 1952;14; Fowler 1955;218; Logan 1957;165-168; McGregor 1958;218-219
WEAVER ROCKED - Epstein 1951;21; McGregor 1958;219
WEAVER WARE - Fowler 1952;144-146; Logan 1957;202; McGregor 1958;211; Wray and MacNeil 1961;52-54
WESTER BOWL WARE - Orange 1963;162-163
WESTER COLLAR BRACED - Orange 1963;152-155
WESTER ISLAND GASKED FINISATED - Newell 1941;344; Krieger 1946;Fig. 19; Newell and Krieger 1949;18-120; Suha, Krieger and Jeiks 1954;364; Suha and Jeiks 1962;153
WESTER ISLAND GASKED FINISATED - Wauchope 1966;64
WESTER ISLAND INCISED - Willey and Woodbury 1942;242; Willey 1949a;411-419; Goggin 1952;107; Wimberly 1960;158-159
WESTER ISLAND FLAIN - Willey and Woodbury 1942;243; Willey 1949a;409-411; Goggin 1952;106-107; Wimberly 1960;158-159
WESTER ISLAND PUNCTATE - Willey 1949a;419-422; Goggin 1952;107; Wimberly 1960;158-159
WESTER ISLAND RED - Sears 1956;18
WESTER ISLAND WHITE - Sterling 1936;353
WESTER ISLAND ZONED RED - Griffin (JW) 1948b;1-22; Willey 1949a;432; Goggin 1952;107; Wimberly 1960;160
WESTG A SUCCESS STAMPED - mentioned by Moorehead 1929; Griffin 1949;56; Fenner 1963;55-57
(Wsee also O'BYAN INCISED)
WESTGBURG SIMPLE STAMPED - Mayer-Oakes 1955;207; Gute 1958;63
WEST FLORA D CARD MARKED, EARLY VARIETY - Willey 1949a;388-389; Wimberly 1960;123
WEST FLORA D CARD MARKED, LATE VARIETIES - Willey 1949a;460; Wimberly 1960;167-169
WEST LAKE VARIETY, BAYTOWN PLAIN - Phillips n.d.
WESTFIELD CORSETED - Gute 1958;55-56; Gute 1961;42
WESTFIELD INTERRUPTED LINES - Gute 1958;55
WHEELER CHECK STAMPED - Haag 1939;16; Haag 1942b;51; Phillips, Ford and Griffin 1951;87; Heilmich 1952;22; Marshall 1965;92,94
WILSON BOUNDARIES - Jennings 1961:177
WILSON BUTTE PLAIN WARE - Grubh 1961:198-100
WILSON VARIETY, FRENCH FORK INCISED - Phillips n.d.
WINDSOR BRUSHED - Smith (CS) 1950:193; Pope 1953:5-6
WINDSOR CORE MARKED - Smith (CS) 1950:196-199; Pope 1953:5
WINDSOR FRANKMARK - Smith (CS) 1950:194; Pope 1953:4-5
WINFIELD BRUSHED - combined with BULLARD BRUSHED by Suba, Krieger and Jelks 1954:252
WINFRED 무표 인쇄 - MacNeil 1958:162-166
WINNER PARK BRUSHED - Goggan 1953; Goggan 1964:193-197
WINTERTIME INCISED - Phillips n.d.
WINTERTIME INCISED, VAR. ARGOLLA - Phillips n.d. (formerly WILKINSON INCISED)
WINTERTIME INCISED, VAR. BELIZE - Phillips n.d. (formerly BULLARD INCISED)
WINTERTIME INCISED, VAR. BLAUL - Phillips n.d.
WINTERTIME INCISED, VAR. COLUMBIA - Phillips n.d.
WINTERTIME INCISED, VAR. DU BUSSIERE - Phillips n.d.
WINTERTIME INCISED, VAR. INDIAN CENTRAL - Phillips n.d.
WINTERTIME INCISED, VAR. PIEDMONT - Phillips n.d.
WINTERTIME INCISED, VAR. YOUMAN - Phillips n.d.
WOLFGANG ENGRAVED - Duffield and Jelks 1961:36-39
WOODLAND PLAIN - Hall 1951:19-21
WOODLAND WARE - Griffin 1941:6,7,10,11,13,15
WOODSMAN CURVED - Wright 1964:252
WOODSTOCK CHECK STAMPED - S.L. Caldwell
WOODSTOCK COMPLICATED STAMPED - Caldwell (SK) 1950:29 (not described)
WOODSTOCK DIAMOND STAMPED - Wauchop 1948:204 (not described)
WOODSTOCK INCISED - Wauchop 1948:204; Wauchop 1966:62-63
WOODSTOCK RECTILINEAR STAMPED - Wauchop 1948:204 (not described)
WOODSTOCK STAMPED - Wauchop 1948:201; Wauchop 1966:63-62
WOODVILLE RED FILMED - Ford and Willey 1939a:6; Phillips, Ford and Griffin 1951:61-62 (name changed to WOODVILLE ZONED RED by Phillips)
WOODVILLE ZONED RED, VAR. WOODVILLE - Phillips n.d.
WOODWARD APPLIQUE - Brown 1966
WOODWARD ENGRAVED - Lawton 1964:100
WOODWARD PLAIN - Hall 1951:19; Proctor 1957:72; Freeman 1962:5; Wycoff 1964:42,43,45
WOODWARD PLAIN, NOHON VARIETY - Freeman and Back 1960:8-9; Freeman 1962:4-5
WOODWARD PLAIN, RED VARIETY - Freeman and Back 1960:9-11
WRIGHT COLLARED WARE - Grange 1962:142-144
WRIGHT POLLED LIP - Grange 1962:146

-Y-
YADKIN CORE MARKED - Coe 1964:30-31
YADKIN DENTATE STAMPED - Coe
YADKIN FABRIC MARKED - Coe 1964:31-32
YADKIN LINEN CHECK STAMPED - Coe 1964:32
YANKETOWN CORE MARKED - Blasingham 1952;
YANKETOWN DECORATED - Gillihan and Beeson 1960:66
YANKETOWN FILLET - Blasingham 1952;
YANKETOWN INCISED - Blasingham 1952;
YANKETOWN PLAIN - Blasingham 1952;
YATES NOT INSCRIBED - Phillips, Ford and Griffin 1951:46; Phillips n.d.
YATTS NET IMPRESSED, VAR. YATTS - Phillips n.d.
YAZOO VARIETY, MISSISSIPPI FLATS - Phillips n.d.
YOKK FUNCTATED - Haynes-Oakes 1955:196
YOKOA INCISED - Ford and Willey 1939, 41; Dickinson and Lesley 1939:169-173;
Ford 1951:50-52; Owsalt 1964:30-35 (made a variety of NORTH HAVEN INCISED by Phillips)
YUKON LINK DOT - Del Aguena 1947: ; Owsalt 1952: ; Owsalt 1955:37
YUKON LINKED - Del Aguena 1947: ; Owsalt 1952: ; Owsalt 1955:37

- Z -

ZORN FUNCTATE - Handbook of Kentucky Pottery (unpublished Ms)

APPENDIX - TYPE DESCRIPTIONS

CASTLE CREEK INCISED NECK - Hunter 1967:480
CLEMON'S ISLAND INCISED- Hunter 1967:473-474
CLEMON'S ISLAND FLATTED- Hunter 1967:471-472
CLEMON'S ISLAND FUNCTATED, VAR. OVERHANGING RIM- Hunter 1967:474-475

JUNIATA THICK, VAR. INTERIOR CORDMARKED - Hunter 1967:468-469
JUNIATA THICK, VAR. INTERIOR SMOOTH- Hunter 1947:469
JUNIATA THICK, VAR. FLAIN- Hunter 1967:469-471

MONTAGUE INCISED-FUNCTATED - Hunter 1967:528-529

RAMS BROAD TRAILED, NW YL VAR. - Knaus 1967:254-257
RAYSTOWN PLAIN- Hunter 1967:530
RIGGS FILLETED RIM- Wood 1947:65

SCHULTZ INCISED, VAR. NOTCHED LIP - Hunter 1967:485
SCHULTZ INCISED, VAR. FUNCTATED- Hunter 1967:485-486
SCHULTZ INCISED, VAR. SIDE-FUNCTATE LIP- Hunter 1967:484-485
SHERR'S FERRY INCISED, VAR. COMPLEX- Hunter 1967:483
SHERR'S FERRY INCISED, VAR. MULTIPLE HANDLED- Hunter 1967:481-482
SHERR'S FERRY INCISED, VAR. SIMPLE- Hunter 1967:482
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